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Two fields of literature, that of poetry and 
that of the essay, have always been of particular· 
interest to me. Whan in the fall'of 1925, I had to 
decide upon a. thesis subject, the ground for the re-
search worl~ wa.s, therefore, already limited to some 
extent. Modern poetry made an appeal, and that of 
the. Anglo-Irish poets partioularly. Thia interest 
had. been stimulated by the friendsl1ip of Miss Mellie. 
Barns. an extremely well-read and appreciative stu-. 
dent of these writers. Dr. w .. s. Johnson, who had 
been in Ireland that summer,. made several suggest:tons. 
In one of these, he mentioned the similarity of 
thought in F..merson and A.E.* The ohoioe was made of 
*I chose the form A.re. to designate the pseudo-
nym undeJ: which Mr .• Russe11 is best known. In some 
of his early writings, ha used the symbol, IE • In 
later works he used the two initials. All of bis 
published books now use the form A.E. on covers, 
title pages, and.for preface signatures. ~Irish 
statesman, however~ has on its cover: "Edited by 
G .. w. Russell ( ,IE:- ) .. n Mr.. Russell, himself t seems 
absolutely inid:f'ferent as to the fo:rm his pseudonym 
takes. When he was in Lawrence, he autographed four 
ii 
necessity then. To find my thesis subjeo·t in the 
work of a man much like Emerson, whose name is 
written·deeply in my heart--that was joy indeed. 
But in studying A.l~., I came to the realization 
that there v10uld be many v1ho would, or could, not 
appreciate, or, at least, enjoy him because of their 
~ntellectual and temperamental oharaoteristics. 
A.g.•s philosophy pervades his work to such an 
extent that the feeling must often come to a reader 
that his writings are, after all, but pure philosophy 
clothed in beautiful phrases. If it were an ordinary 
philosophy--one commonly held--it would not need an 
books for me: three of them have the initials thus, 
'A Ev, below his signature, while one has them, 'A E: 
The limited, autographed edition, Midsummer ~. 
which I have, bea~s his name and the initials below, 
like th:la, 'At=''. 
Although most of his writings are published un-
der the pen name A.E., he frequently signs his writ-
ings in The Irish Statesman by the initials O.L.S. 
and Y.O. The latter is used almost entirely for his 
art oritioisms. These pen names, I suspected, and 
finally verified in two undisputable ways: first, 
by the comparisons of poems printed in his weekly 
under these last two pseudonyms with poems in Voices 
.Q! ~ stones, 1925, and 1:!! Midsummer Eve, 1928. 
They were identical. The..;.~ April 2, 1928, I ques-
tioned Mr. Russell about it, and he laughingly ad- . 
mitted even still using several other signatures be-
sides A.E. Now I wonder if I've missed some. 
L.J.C. 
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0~pologia"; but A.I!~.' a thought transcend~ tra.nscen-
d<mtaliam until it ia quite difficult f<:>r most of us 
to follow him with· understanding into that rare land 
where.he lives and has his being. 
For this r~ason, it was deemed neoes~ary to 
g1ve a .brief discussion of the man'·a life and of the 
' ' ' 
main .tenets of his .Philosophy, before going into a. 
s'tudy of his ~vork., hie poetry ·in particular.· I have 
a:ttempted to do tP,is in a spirit of love and appre-
, 
oiation, presenting his views~ as often as possible, 
in his own words. Most of the passages quoted are 
'1 
from !llll Candle _of Vision, tha book ln which he tells 
in prose of his mystical experiences, his belief in 
the Oversoul, in the anoestral memory, in intuition, 
in oy~lio life, ancl in the verity of his visions. 
To many of us in this twentieth century, and espe~ 
oially to us ,in America where we seldom come into 
contact vri th the purely eel tic mind and oharaoter, 
these will often seem like the most veritable inani-
ties. A.E. has realized this himself, and has written 
in "The Memory of. the Spiritn: 
I have wr:l. tten down some of my ovm 
thoughts and experiences that others may 
be encouraged to believe that by imagina-
tion they can lay hold of truth. , .• ! 
iv 
know that I have not been alone in suoh 
imaginations for there are few whose in-
tent will has tried to scale the Heavens 
who have not been met by messages from the, 
gods who a.re the fountains of this shadowy 
beauty, and who are, I think, ourselves 
beyond this mirage of time and apace by 
which we are enchanted.. I have spoken to . 
others, seekers like myself upon this 
quest, and recognize identity of vis:1.on 
and experience. • •• our Gaelic ancestors 
had the gift of aeerehip •••. I think med-
·1tation is beginning a.new, and the powers· 
which were nresent to the ancestors are 
establishing again their dominion over the 
spir1 t .. • ... l..iet no one who requires au~ 
thority read what I have written for I 
will give none. If the spirit of the 
reader does not bear witness to truth, he 
will not be convinced even though a Whitely 
$tokes rose up to verify the written word. 
Let it be accepted by others as a romantic 
invention or attribution of divine powers 
to certain names ·to make more coherent the 
confusion of the Oeltio myth. 
There will be many readers who will see in 
A.E•'s writings examples of careless or indifferent 
. rhetoric• 'ro these the plea is made that there are 
seemingly unsurmountable difficulties in putting 
down into clear, concise English, understandable in 
every way to everybody, mystical experiences which 
belong much more in the realm of the appreciation of 
the intuitive emotions, ~ban in that of the under-
standing. the intellect. May not then a few suoh 
blemishes, failings, that are pur.ely in the field of 
v 
technique be forgiven a man a.s busy as A.:E;. is~ and 
particularly in a book \"1ritten not for critics but 
for those interested in the spiritual and mystical 
experiences of the soul? 
I \'fish to aclmowledge my sincere thanlca to Mias 
Mellie Barnes, who not only first interested me in 
the Anglo-Irish literary field, but who gave me to 
use her books, relevant to my thesis research, and 
the copies for four years of The Ir~~h Statesman, the 
weekly edited by A.E.; to Dr. w.s. Johnson, who made 
the suggestion for my thesis subject, a.nd who also 
many times gave helpful inf orrnation: to Professor 
R .. D .. O'Leary v1ho, as always, gave generously of his 
interest and time, when already over~-buay, to cor-
rect 1 . to suggest, and to help in every way; and to 
Dr.. S. L. Whitcomb, v1ho also kindly helped in the f 3.-
nal. work of revision. 
There are still others to whom I am much in-
debted. To them I wish to express my raost grateful 
appreciation: to my father~ mother, and sisters who 
have by.many happy saorifioes, and through unfailing 
interest and sympathetic understanding made this 
thesis possible; to Emma Louise Kube, "Mothertt Kube, 
who through many ya~rs of rare friendship has held 
vi 
steadily before me th~ desire for learning--the de-
sire to live deeply, oul turalljr and spiritually; and 
lastly to A.E., himself, whose visit to the Un~ted 
States last year stimulated and intensified interests 
born some four or five years ago, whose personality 
made an unforgettable impression, and whose voice, 
melodiously chanting, carried at least one of his 
friends to the nMany Coloured La.ndn where: 
When twilight flutters the mountain over 
The faery lights from the earth unfold: 
And over the caves enchanted hover 
The giant heroes and gods of old~ 
Luoile J. Cleveland 
August 10, 1929. 
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A STUDY Oli' A .IL AND HIS PHILOSOPHY, 
AS RgVEALED IN HlS YIORK 
CHAPTER :t. 
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE LIFJ~ OF A. E. 
I as!ced myself wha.t legend I would 
write undf;tr the pioture, ••• aomething whis-
pered to me, ••call it the Birth of Aeon. n 
The wo:r:d "Aeon 11 thrilled me# fot 'it seemed 
to evolte by association of ideas, moods, 
and memories mo~t ancient, out of some an-
cestral life where they lay hidden; and I 
think it was the following day tha.t, . , .a 
myth incarnated in me, the story of an 
Aeon, .one of the first starry emanations 
of Deity,·one pre-eminent in the highest 
heavenst so nigh to Deity and so high in 
pride that he would be not less than a god 
himself and would endure no dominion over 
him save the law of hie own will. This 
Aeon of my imagination revolted against· 
heaven and left ita·oourts, descending in-
to the depths r1here it m:i:~rored i taelf 111 
chaos, weaving out of the wild elements a. 
mansion for 1ts aoirit. That mansion was 
our earth and that Aeon was the God of our 
world. This myth incarnated in me as a 
boy walking along the country roads in Ar-
magh. 
Taken from The Candle of Vision, 
In lreland--Innis F~il--land of olouds and fogs, 
but yet of reefs and hard seas as well 1 where even 
the saints of old talked to returned wayfarers f~om 
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Tir-na.-Noge, and uhere the "good people" still come 
from out the enchanted mounds of the Sidhe to do 
good and to answer Ireland's need--here in the small 
town of 1..urgan v1as born on April 10, 18S'7, 1 George 
William Russell, better Y'...novm as A . .E., the pseudonym 
which grew out of a printer's inability to deci :)her 
more than the diphthong of the tiroril ~· 2 Ho vrae 
a child -whose life was to be.as versatile, as para-
doxical as even:>'.;the ancient Gaelic gods or the en-
chanted faeries could wish. 
. ..,. 
He was the second son of Thomae Elias Russell"'--
a statement v:hlf..lh contains about all the information 
one may find in regard to his family • He spent his 
boyhood among the.lovely, low hills of Ireland in 
county Armagh; but a few miles from Lough Mear;h, the 
largest lake in Ireland if not the most beautiful. 
He was a boy who !I saw'* {as they say in the Emerald 
Isle), and as he read the ancient Gaelic myths he 
found in them his friends: friends with whom to pop-
ulate what seemed to outsiders his solitary world. 
lJ.i"iggis~ A.E., p. 12. 
2 . 
Ibid.~ p. 25, 
3Encyolonedia. Britannica, Eleventh I!:dit:l:on, p. 308. 
Even as a. ohild God had given him the power to walk 
alone and to meditate«. 
Lurgan is in the heart of the Ulster country 
I . 
and is notorious for 1.ts violence of religious dis-
sension. 4 The Russell family \Vere ProtE}sta.nts as 
vrnre most of the poeple o:f. Arma.ghf but formal relig-
ion of the narrow, dogma.tio tenets of the Irish gvan-
gelioal Ohuroh5 was a creed to whioh even as a. ohil.d 
George oould not subso:ribe. George Moore, who is 
called A .. IB.'s Boswell, tell.a us that when but a boy 
walking.along a country road near Armagh, A.E. had 
suddenly begun to think. ln a.: few moments, he 
·~ . 
had th.ought out the whole probletn of the 
injustice of a oreed whiohtells us that 
God will punish ·h1.m fo:t: doing things wh1oh 
he had.never promised not to do. 
The day was a beautii'ul summor•s day, 
the larks were singing in the sky, and in 
a moment of extraordinary jo7 A.E. realized 
·that he had a mind capable· of thinking out 
everything that was necessary for him to 
think out for himself; realizing in a. mo-
ment that he had been flung into.the world 
without his consent, and had never promised 
not to do one thing or another. It was 
har1ly five minutes ainoe he had left his 
4ourrent 02iniont January 17~ 1922,, p. 75: 0 The 
Spiritual Ijeader of Mew Ireland. tt 
5Tynan•s Twenty-~ Years' Reminisqenoee, p. 282. 
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a.unt. s house, yet in this ehort s'pace his 
imagination had shot up into heaven and de-
fied the Dai ty r1ho had condemned. h:i.m to the 
plight of tho damned l)ecause--he repeats 
the nhrase to,himself--he had done some-
thing which he had never promiced not to 
do.- It mattered nothing what that thing 
was--the point was that he made no promise; 
and his mind embracing the whol~J universe 
in one moment, he understood that there is 
but one life: the dog at his hoels and the 
stars he would soon see (for the dusk was 
gather1ng) 0were not different things, but one thing. · 
The Russellg moved to Dublin in 1874, for vrh1.oh 
A. \e • says he ia most grateful to Providence, u I like 
the paople, 11 he adds, "but I cannot breathe in the 
religious and political atmosphere of the North-East 
corner of Ireland. 0 7 He was sent to school to Doctor 
Benson in Rathmines. 
When he was sixteen, he went to the Dublin School 
·of Art• During his one year here he met William But-
ler Yeats and they became warm friends. Masters an·a 
·students al!ke were amazed at young Russell 1 s talent 
for drawing and composition. He could with ease 
sketch the naked model from sight and then turnin~ 
away design a great assembly of gods about the shores 
7 Harrie's La.test Qontemnorary Portraits, p. 76·. 
of the lake renowned in Celtic tradition.8 Yet de-
spite his extraordinary fluency of axpreseiot?-~ a.bun-
. dant inspiration, and the belief of the whole school 
that there was a great ar·tist in him, he laid aside 
his brushes and dete:rmined not to piok them up again 
until he had mastered the temptation which art pre-
sented to h~.m at that 111oment--tha.t of self'-indulgenoe. 
At seventeen, we find him 'keeping books at Pima, 
a drapery house, in Dublin.9 At this time, too, he 
beoame interested in th'S? scriptures of the. world, all 
of whioh he held in equal reverence and affection. 
F~or the next twelve years he read. soaroely any~hing 
bu·t the Sacred Books, Brahminical, Buddhist, ~~gyp­
tian, and Chinese philosophies~ He met an Indian 
missionary and in a few months was writing the Vedas 
and Upanishads in English in.both verse and prose~ 
the metrical version the better of th~ two. His 
· thoughta se<::med to flow as easily into rhyme and metre 
as they had into line and color. His oonaaienoe again 
bothered him and it was not long before he was asking 
his disoiples-•he had beoome the leader of the Dublin 
Bnoore•s Salv~, ·P~ 25. 
9Figgis's A.E., p. 13. 
. Lodge of the Theosophic.al 8ooietylO_:...wh.ether he 
should contribute essays or poems to their magazine, 
The Irish Theosonhist, which first appeared in the 
fall of 1892 and continued until 1897. They v1isely 
decided fQr the· metrical form, ~nd to tnis we owe his 
inspired volumes, Homeward, Songs .Q.I. ~ WaI, 1894, 
and The Earth Breath. 1897. 
'rhe Theosophic~l Society, organized in 1886 by 
Chaxles Johnston, was an organization of earnest 
·'young people wl10 met., .and even lived together for a 
while, in Ely Place, where th!3Y discussed and studied 
everything mystic from the Upanishads to Thomas Tay-
lor. From the study of the Universal they oame at 
last to the national--to the study of the ancient 
folk-lore and stories of their people. Several mem-
bers of this sooie~y have become prominent in Irish 
literature, including: W.B. Yeats, Charles John~ton, 
·John Eglinton, Oharles.Weekea, and A.F.. In 1897 the 
Lodge terminated when a majority of the members were 
reorganized into the newly-formed ·"Universal Brother-
hood." The Theosophical movement was an intellectual 
melting pot from whioh the true and solid elements of 
lOMoore•s Salve, p. 26. 
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nationality appeared while the drosa was lost. lt 
was also as vital a factor in the evolution of the 
Anglo-Irish literature as the publioation of Standish 
O'Gradyts History; of Ireland, because it provided a 
rallying ground f o:r a.11 · of the older and :1.oungGtr in• 
telleots.11 
A.E.•a first t.wo volumes were published a.t the 
insta.noe of Charles Weekes and under the now famous 
pseudonym. All of these poems~ as v1el.l as much prose 11 
had been published in~ Irish Theoeonh1st and~ 
Internationalist and had attracted much favorable 
comment. Publishers both in gngland and the United 
/ 
States quickly brought out new editions after the two 
Irish ones were exhausted. '.!'his established him as 
second only to Yeats in the poetry of the literary 
revival. Muts .21 Knowledge appeared in 1903 in a 
semi-privately printed edition; it oo.ntained only ten 
new poems. In 1904 another slender volume, ~!li.­
~ Vision, was published, and in 1908, l1t. Still 
Wate:rst a volume mostly of reprints as it contained 
only six new poems. In 1913 his Collected 'Poanm ap-
peared. Only twelve poems of the former volumes were· 
llBoyd's Ireland's Literary Renaissance, p. 216. 
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omitted and about twice that number of new ones add-
ed .. 12 This was to be his final word, but the turmoil· 
of _the world in the next few years determined it to 
be o·therwise a.nd so in 1925 another small book was 
added: The Voices of the Stones. - . ----- In 1926, a new 
edition~ containing hie latest poems as well as the 
earlier ones, Collected poems, vras published; and 
late in the spring of 1928, a tiny privately printed 
and limited edition of ten new poems, Hidsummer J~ve , 
came to gladden the appreciation of his many inter-
ested friends. 
Despite the fact that at one time he thought 
marriage the.invention of the enemy, he married in 
1888 or 1889 .13 P/irs. Violet. Russell is herself an 
author of oonsid.erable imaginative talent. Her book, 
Heroes of. ~ ~' contains stories of the Fionn 
cycle .rela·ted with such pleasant sympathy for ohild-
ren' s interests that it is accounted one.of.the two 
best in Irish Folk tales. George Moore describes her 
as a woman of "very gracious presence and personality, 
too distinct to seem invidious to her husband's genius 
l2Ibid., pp. 219-20. 
l3Tynan's Twentx-E.!.!§.. Yearst Reminiscences, p. 288. 
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or to deem it an injustice to herself that he should 
be loved by a11.n14 She had writ-ten,some beautiful 
phrases in her pages for the Theosonhiea.l Heview and 
these w:t th the rare qualities of her intellect and 
character ~·1ere 1i"lhat attracted A.E. In Moore's Tril-
ogy, !Jill. anq Farewell, A.W.. alone :eema.ins unscathed 
of al~ the people depicted. He resented thia being 
made the hero of a. young girl• s novel, as it we1·e, 15 
eo George Moore delihera.telr set out to find some 
fault'• He thought perhaps since most v1ives lilted 
t 
money and A~ E.. was indifferent tc) it, or that they 
anj oyed listening to their husbands t.ell. of their 
daily business exploits, that Violet Russell would 
oall ·these blerniehae, but to her there a.re no blem-
ishes in her husband's oharaoter-16 ao Mr~ Moore 
after much consultation with friends gave up. John 
Eglinton did tell him that 1n a conversation with an 
:b".!nglish economist A~E~ exhibited a# surprising. ignor-
anoe--he did not know that the Athenian society was 
founded on slavery.17 This seems to be a laok in 
14Moore•s Vale, p. 204. 
15Ibid., P• 203. 
16Ibid.> p. 204. 
17Ibid., p. 206. 
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knowledge rather than in character, as even A.E. oan-
"' 
not know everything. 
The Russells have two sona,18 one interested in 
18The dedication in Mrs. Violet Russell's book, !iJl-
roee of the Dawn~ leads one to think the sons• nam.es-niay'te Brian and Diarmuid. It.reads--
TO BRIAN A?TD DIAR?:':UID 
. When you were small, and oould not read 
for yourselves, and the long winter twiliglr~s 
were wearisome to you--sitting by the fire 
while the shadows played with each other over 
the room I told you these stories of an~;. ~nt 
days, when magio and mystery and the folk of 
the other world were part of everyone's life 
and eve~yone•s belief. 
It is because you oared for them that 
l' have :re-written some of those a.bout Fiorm 
and his warriors, thinking that other child-
ren might wish--as you did--to know some-
thing about the old gods so often mentioned 
in the legends, and about Fionn and the Fi-
onna g1reann. 
l would like to think, too, that in these 
old stories you will find something more than 
mere adventure or enchantment, for I would 
have you see in them a record of some quali-
ties whioh the heroes of ancient times held 
to be far greater worth than anything else--
e .. n absolute truthfulness and courtesy in 
thought and speech and action; a nobility 
and chivalry of mind which refused to believe 
evil of any one. and was ever ready to praise 
the good in an enemy; and a generosity which 
would give to the very end. For the heroes 
knew that in possessing these qualities they 
owned a greater wealth than any king of the 
world had power to bestow, and this is the 
wealth I desire for you beyond all else. 
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science and the other in engineering.. The young<~r 
one llas some tale~t for literature, but has done 
little with it so far~ Both young man are interest-
ed· 1n :tndia. and have been in that country in con-. 
nection with their work, so the fath.er•s interest 
seems to be reappearing in t~em.19 
In 1894• Sir Horace Plunkett inst.ituted the 
Irish Ag"l'icultural Organization Sooiety-usually 
called I.A.o.s.-.... to make a mo:r.e complete organization 
of the various co-operative sooieties and agricultur-
al ba.nka which be ht'ld esta.bl i r~r" -;<f. A Mr. it .A. Ander-
son, well known aa an orgardzi3r, helped l1irrt in the 
work; but in several year~ they h~d failed to inject 
much breath in·to the· body of their idea.. 20 In 1897, 
Yeats, hearing of their bad fortune; told them that 
Ireland was deaf to their eoonomios .because they 
didn't know her folk-tales and couldn't croon them 
by the firesides. A poet was necessary, and he sug-
gested A.E., who thougb still an accountant at Pims, 
had suoh influence that it pervaded the shop, from 
19The information a.bout the.two sons was obtained· 
:from Mrs. W.S. Johnson's diary of the summer of 
1925 when she and Dr. Johnson were in Ireland and 
visited A.E. 
20uoore 1 s sa.lveJ p. 72. 
the smallest clerk to the manager--and yet was not, 
Yeats said, one who preached.21 So it was that A.E . 
. joined the Plunkett movement; and he soon started 
out on a bicycle to oonvert rural Ireland to the idea 
of co-operation. 
It ia said that as soon as he arrived in a vil-
lage he won friends through his personal magnetism 
and eloquence, and everybody's heart became a little 
warmer, .a little friendlier, a little less lonely as 
he talked to the people, giving them shrewd ad.v~.ce 
and making them feel that he loved them and that they 
were worthy of his love. Protestants and Catholics 
alike united in loving him, and before the year was 
out the co-operative movement was stirring in what 
had seemed a lifeless body. A newspaper, .ru_ Exnress, 
had been purchased by Mr. 'Plunkett and to ~. t A.];. 
made contributions ranging from articles on topios 
such ~s how to raise better pigs or to make sweeter 
butt~r, to tales of Celtic and Indian folk lore. 22 
He was happy as he went on his bicycle rides 
through the hills and valleys and around the lake 
21Ibid., p. ·12. 
22Ibid., p. 73. 
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shores, as it gave him frequent opportunities to come 
into more intimate oontaot with the Earth Mother and 
the visions she at t1mea vouchsafed him. He had re:i-
oaived her first visions while yet at PlmeJ when he 
went out into the hills ~urrounding Dublin on Bunda.ya 
and holidays, and where he had often talked to orowde 
of people about the old GaA~lio _god9 and heroes, and 
of man's ditrinity. 23 But ther'e ,was always the return 
next day to th.e old monotonous trac ..d:nill of his . ac-
countant d11ties. Bo despite the fact that once in 
a ra:re \-r1h11e the shop, his ledgers, all were whirled 
away, or blotted out, by the blinding light of celes-
tial visitat:tons. 24 he was happy to leave this work 
to tra.val from village to village, taking his eco-
nomic message of hope to the f al'mera througll the es-
tablishment of creameries and banks~ while at the 
same time giving them his spiritual message of man's 
natural godhood. 
!n a few years, be was made secretary of the 
I .A.o.s., and in 1905 there were 27.5 creameries and 
23F ... i t A E l ig,g s s ~' p. . • 
24 -Ibid., P~ 33. 
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42 11 000 members in his organizo.tion.26 At this time 
he baoatne editor of its official organ, ~ Irish 
HomEfot~~ a. position he still fills, although in 
1923 the na.me of the weelcly 173.s changed to The Irish 
ll!La. ta sman • 
Being editor and extensive contributor to this 
weekly~-whioh has the reputation of being one of the 
greatest literary reviews in the British !oles, if 
not the greatest--has not wholly taken up his time 
or energy.or interests, by any means. His off:loe at 
Plunkett House· in Dublin is the·meeting place for the 
troubled '3nds of the earth. Unionists, Sinn Fe1ners. 
l'i!atione.lists, Protestants, Catholics--all brine their 
problems and worries to A. n~. to be ta.llced over and 
solved. He is nevor too busy to stop his work to 
listen to a friend--and everyone is that--and to take 
on an extra burden, whether it be to find a house in 
Dublin to suit George· !toore and his requirements, 26 
or to.take care of a precious package of verse, which 
under no airoumstanoe. raust be lost to ·the world, for 
25gnoyolouedi.a. Bri tannioa, (Eleventh Edition), vol. 
XIV, P• '749. 
26 ' 
Moore•s Salve, P• 10. 
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the egotistical James Joyoe.27 
His home at 17 Rathgar Avenue is the rallying 
ground, especially· on Saturday and Sunday evenings, 
for the intelligentsia--native and visiting-•of Dub-
• 'j 
lin~ He is said to be·the greatest oonversationalist 
in this city renowned for its talkers. His speech 
at its best is a great rhythmic tol'rent 1nhioh carries 
away its hearers who in most oases are reduced to 
rapt attention. When.he speaks verse, one realizes 
he has never before heard poetl'y.. Young poets find 
in him an eager, earnest, helpful friend. He can 
always find some good thing .to say in criticism, and 
so to keep black despair away from the young who he 
thinks have genius. He found l.Ta.mes Stephens after 
reading a poem of hie in a Sinn Fein paper, and pub-
lished his verse to.the publio•s eternal gratitude, 
in the face of destructive oritioism from such lit-
erary men as w .B. Yea·ts and George Moore. 28 
Just as the younger writers turn to him, so have,. 
and do, those interested in Ireland's national future. 
Erµest Boyd says of him: "ln all the plans and hopes 
27colum•s Road Round Ireland, P• 314. 
Also Boyd's Portraits Efil11_ ~·Imaginary;, p .. 259. 
28Moore•s Vale, PP• 200-201. 
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and drea.n1s which have transformed Ireland in his 
·lifetime, A • .E. has qeen concerned or indirectly in-
volved. But his name will no·t be found on any roll 
of official honors, nor in any spectacular distribu-
tion of reft1ards for service. ,.29 He would h{:?..ve Ire- ( 
land return to the clan system of her earlier clays, 
although those were military rather than economic. 
To approximate these to the new basis is his prob-
lem> and he would model ·these oormnunities on the old 
Greek City States. 
He believeB in the divi.ne potentialities of man 
and is opposed to state socialism. His political 
and social writings have been mostly collected into 
.TJtt?.. National B~ing:, 1916, and !!ll?, Interpreters, 1922, 
with the exception of a few~ such as the very re.mark-
· able ttThoughts for a Convention", which have been in-
cluded in the prose volume, Imaginations filll! Rever-
~~ 1921. He was a member of the Dail Eireann and 
was asked to beoome a senator. He refused• saying 
that he could not aooept a senator's pay when he 
could not do a senator's work. 
~o ( 
~VWilson Bulletin, June, 1929, vol. 3, no. 22), p. 658. 
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30 Poet, essayist, teller of tales, dramatistp 
editor, economist, politiqian in.the true meaning of 
the word••surely this \Voulcl seem to be, even to a 
man of rare and versatile gifts, enough ways iri which 
to express himself; and yet since 1903~ he ha.a re-
turned to his first loved mode _of doing so, ancl in 
·the last quarter of· a century has ttsu.a.lly spent one 
· day a waelt 1n painting and sketching. The walls of 
hie office and of hie home give silent testimony both 
to his rare ability and to his productiveness. His 
friends and oritios are not ao silent. Someone has 
aaid that Mrs. Russell is a saint to be able happily 
to go on her way leaving the staoks and piles of her 
. I 
husband9 s artistic efforts around as she does. Be 
-that aa it may, he is oredi ted by Pad:ra..io Oolmn with 
be1ne; •rohief among paj.nters as he is among poets. u31 
no Irish exhibition is ever held without his pictures 
being htmg. 
30ne has written one play,. Deirdre, whioh was pro-
duced first in April, 1902, by ·the F'ay Brothers 11 
:1.n "The Irish Li tera.ry Theatre. n George Moore 
gives interesting information of the oonoeption, 
writing, and rehearsals of this play in Sal"!,2, 
pp. 109-lll-
3lsurve , November 26, 1921, (vol. 47, p. 344), 0 Ten-
denc es in Irish Art. 11 
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Is it not, then, easy to understand Ireland's 
fears of national loss when A.E .. followed his trip to 
the United states in 1928 with another in less than 
tivo months? lrela.nd did not seem to reoognize him 
fully as her first citizen until America had not only 
:recognized h, . .tn but honored him as the great man that 
lie is, lvhen Yale conferred upon him the degree of 
Doctor of Letters in June~ 1928. In the winter he 
~eatured in Mew York, Washington11 and other Eastern 
cities, ~nd through parts of the Middle West, reach-
ing La.wrenoe, Kansas, the first of April where the 
writer of this paper had the inestimable privilege to 
see and hear him. He talked on the social, political, 
and literary conditions and :faotors in Ireland, and, 
beat of all, gave some read:i.ngo of his own poems. He 
slowly chants his verses in soft. sonorous cadences 
that melt into the heart like the melodies of a muted 
cello that llngers over each vibrating tone until the 
next is softly touched. one feels rather than hears, 
and it is a never to be forgotten experience to lis-
ten to him as he chants: 
"Come away,n the red lips whisper, na.11 tlle 
world is weary now; 
*Tis ·the twiligh·c of the ages and it's time 
to quit tha·plough.n32 
32A.E.'s Collected Poems, (1919)', ncarrowmore0 , P•· 196. 
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This Druidio man~ more than six feet tall 11 with his 
silvering brovm beard and .his depthless, dark grey~ 
:0 hope~~.nsp~ringn33 eyes is called the aou.1 oi' !re-
land--!nnis Fail. If ha ia that~and he :ta, more 
than any other living man today-•is it not wise for 
ua to strive to. appreciate and to understand his 
theor~es of life and poetic oreation? In any case, 
it oan' ha.t-dly be felt to ba a waate o~ time to go · 
with him to where behind the gateways of the day, 
•••. tlle Land of Youth lies gleaming, flushed 
with. rainb.otllf light and mirth 
And the old enohan~~ent lingers in the honey-
hea:rt of earth~ 
33Moore' s Jl_al§., p. 192. 
34A. m.' s Co!leoted Poems~ (1919), 0 carrot1more", 
107 - $ . - .. P• , • 
CHAPTER II. 
MAIM Tl~Ul~TS OF A. E. 'S PHII~OSOPHY. 
A.E. has developed hie philosophy through wide 
reading, freqt1ent meditations. and intuition. It is 
not to be wonde:r:eu at then, that in it. we find ideas 
similar to those held by Plato and his followers, by 
i;he Christian mystioa, and by Swedenborg, Fichte, 
and n:merson, while through it all :runs the gleaming 
warp whioh ha gathered from the ancient East. Throue;h 
intuition he has been able to weave his O\m pattern 
of singula~ beauty and meaning. 
As a very young man he undertook definite ex-
ercises of intuition 
in order to evolve intel-
1 eotual order out of a chaos of impressions 
and to discover the innate affinities of 
sound with idea., element, foroe, 1.'.!olour, 
and form. I found· as the inncr•'being de-
veloped it used a symbolism cf its own~ 
Sounds, forms an<l colours, which had an 
established significance in the oompliOt\tcd 
artifice of our external futeroourse with 
each other, took on ne?I meaning!J in the 
-a1-
spirit as if it spoke a language of its 
. own and wished to imoart ~.-t ·to the infant 
Psyche.. If these nei1 meanings di.cl not 
gradually reveal an intell.eotual character, 
to pursue this meditation, to encourage the · 
association of new ideas with old symbols 
would be to encourage madness. I tried to 
light the candle on my forehead to peer 
into every darkness in the belief that the 
external unive1•se of nature had no more 
exquisite a.roll:tteoture than the internal 
universe of being~ and tha.t the light could 
only reveal some lordlier chambers of the 
soul, and whatever apeeoh the inhabitant 
used must be fitting for ita own sphere, 
so I became a pupil· of the spirit and tried 
as a child to learn the alphabet at the 
knees of the gods.l . 
Many other things, beside a. partial alphabet,2 
did he learn through the visions whioh came to him . . . . 
as he meditated alone in his room or while wandering 
through the hills at night. In brooding over the 
grassy mounds which are all that remain of the duns 
in which the old Gaelic ancestors lived) he saw again 
their ancient civilization~ saw· the people, how they 
1A.E .. 's The Candle .21 Vision, pp. 115-116. 
21n ~ ca'ndle .Qi. Vision: there is a chapter enti.tled, 
0 The Language of the Gods." . In this, he discusses 
the roots of human speeoh--the vowels and oonao-
nant s-:-, and in many instances. what he believes to 
be the affinities of eaoh in idea, forcet color, and 
form •. These ideas came.to him through deliberate 
meditation and through intuition. 
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v1ere dressed, and in what kind and colors of materi-
al, how they ate, and other details of daily living. 
He says: 
This is not, I am convinced, what 
peopleoall imagination •••. !tis an aot 
of vision, a perception of imagee already 
existing breathed on some ethereal medium 
which in no way differs from ·the medium · 
which holds for us our memories; and the 
reperoeption of an image in memory whioh 
is personal to us in no way differs as a 
psychical act.from the perception of 
images in the memory of earth.3 
Many of his visions he could not interpret, and 
others had only dark meanings; but there were some 
·in which he lost himself in rapturous life in the 
ancestral self. In these he saw the gods of old in 
bodies pervaded with light, as if aun-fire rather 
than blood ran through their limbs. They had faces 
of ecstatic beauty and immortal youth. In one vi-
sion, he saw the Divine Kings sitting on thrones 
«which faded, glow by glow to the end of a vast hall." 
They were shining and starlike, mute a.s statues, and 
a at the very end of the hall was11higher throne on 
which eat one great~r.than the rest. 
3Ji.~E.ts Tl1e Candle .Qi Vision, p. 58. 
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A light like the sun glowed behind him. 
Below on the floo:t: of the hall lay a dark · · 
figu..tte as lf in trance, and two of the 
Divine Kings me.de motions with their hands 
about it over head and body. . • ·• • The:fe 
·rose out of that '<lark body a figure as 
tall, as glorious, as shining as those 
seated on the th'ronea. As he woke to the 
hall he became aware of his divine k:tn, 
·and he lifted up his hands·· in greetings. 
He had returned from his. pilg;X>in'!a.ge throue;l1 
darkness, but now an initiate, a master il1 
the heavenly guild. While he gazed 011 
them the tall golden figures from their 
thrones.leaped up, they too with hands up-
lif·ted in greeting, and they passed from 
me and faded swift~y in the great glory 
behind the thtione,.' 
From suoh 1Tiaions as these~ it is easy to real-
ize that to him men al'e strayed heaven-dmrellera--n th(.? 
gods who have forgot themselves to meu4• in ol'der to 
win from out ohaos ~1 net1 empire f ot the spirit. .lt 
:ts this idea of natural divinity in man--the rela-
tionship of the soul to the gternal, •to the Oversoul--
tha .. t underlies all of A.E.'s poetry~ pa:lnt:ing, and 
politics, yes, even his life. He seams to have bor-
rowed the te.rrn Oversoul from.Emerson just aa he bor-
ro'.ived one~the Ancestral ~lelf--from the Brahmina. He 
uses other figtt.-res of speech to convey the same : 
4A.E. 1 s ~ Candle .Qf. Vision, pp. 36-7. 
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thought, euoh as the Everlasting, the Ancient J.,~.f e, 
the Anoierrt of Days, the Unknot"'m, tho Light of 
Lights) ·the Ever-Living, to men·tion but a few. 
A.E. is essentially a mystio with many of the 
same ideas1 beliefs, a.nd ·thoughts in ragf'~rd to man's 
ineffable union with God a.s Coleridge, 1(eats: Shelley, 
s.nd tiotdsworth held.. Man does not post1esa reason, 
'µut partakes of it through the univerae .. 1 intui.tive 
faculty. Ma.n is but a particle of God; h1s mind is 
'but a opa:rk of the divine one. ldke ~1;merson, 5 he 
believes ·that the Ovtt:r:soul is expressed ·through man 
in three waysi tl)rough. the intelligence, by the ac-
tivities of genius; through the 111111, by means of 
v:l.rtue; and througl1 the a.ffeotioue, by the e:"(ercise 
. of love.. Thay both believe that nature is the inter-
mediary bet11een God and the soul, but A.E. transcends 
this dootrine as he feels that the earth, itself, is 
divine, Th:r.ou.gh ne~tt11'e 1 eepeoially in he~ moments 
of greatest beau·ty~ such as at twilj.ght or dawn, we 
are led back to God a.nd to the realization that she 
5ri'he oompa:riscnG with the ideas of :Emetson a:re made 
·&hl'ough a knowledge of these gained uhile studying 
the oourse, ncaxlyle and fanersona, tau.rr.ht by Dr. 
w.s. Johnson in the University of K&1sas. 
is part of the di vS.ne l1c1tuJ:o just a.s Y1e a.re. 
We axe, brought into clost::Ert union with i:;he Over-
sonl, he believes, in momeui;s of ecstasy: when the 
flelf melts into the Anoesttal Self, and wild wo:r~de 
fl¥' u1:> il'l ·the brain and make ·their own ei'fin:Uies 
i;here .. s such cultiva.·tion of the spiritp A.E. believes, 
may be gained th:eough 111ed:l tat ion as ha reoorcls in 'rhe 
Candle of Vision.. In ·these moments of eostat1o union 
.............. ~·~---
with God the:re came ·to l1im creative power t111~ough 
which he wrcte his pooma and often painted pio-turas. 
mmex•so:i.~ felt ·that inspi:ra:tion was the soul 1 s 
eduoatim1~ and, if we would but let God. a.et iu us, 
we could lmow a.ll things. More than this even, he 
felt that God ·was alv1a.ys aooesaibla to us if we would 
only keep the avenue of the soul open to Him.. 'Plato 
thought that inspil'ation was e divine madness attained 
by those 1tl10 have kept the soul sensitive to beauty. 
He explains the vision of the mystio by his be~u.tiful 
f a.ble of the heavenly ohariot ride of the unbu:rn 
soul. 7 This experience is never truly forgot't;en; but 
is latent always, an.d so e .. coeesible to us if' we but 
6~.E.'s The Candle of Vision, p. 168._ 
7rnorria's The Celtio Dawn, p. 27. 
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endeavor to oall it forth. 
tTur:rt; as ·these moments of ea sta.sy are reunions 
w~:th nod, so does A.IL .. fe~el that life is but a tem-
po:rary separation from 1;he n:tsrnn.1, and that the sou.1. 
oome:3 il:Om > and returns to, Him when. its labors are 
finished. Re holds with Fiato and ·the Brahmins that 
th(-j life of the soul is cyclic, f.c.nd that i·te ~)hysioa.1 
birth and re .... birth are but conrli tions of 1 tn pilE;1 .. im-
&f-~;e frora the :gterna.1 to the ·reterna.l > and that ·the 
spiritual memories of its divinity are the motivating 
fortH:s of physioe#l life. A.E. vn:ote in 189.:l in ·~he 
P:.cef'ace to his Homeward: _sqnr.;s py ·.the. y;ay_. : ~ ... _.- .. , 
! move among men and pla.cos, and in 
livim3; l lea.rnod the trn.th a'(; last. I 
know that I am a snixit and ·that l went 
forth in old time ~rem the self-ancestral 
to labours yet nna.coomplished; bu·t filled 
evor and again v;i th homgsiokness I made 
these songs by the way. . 
A. F:. fuses 'Pla·to: s idea, expressed in his -~~ 
~~) of spiri tu.al memory ~.a the reoollection of the 
visions ;3oen- by the soul in its heavenly :i?ide with 
his doctrine of ancestral memory. This is ·the recap-
1 tuletion of ·the evolu.tion of the race consciousness 
l .... ' 
8Quoted fr.om Morris's~ Celtic Dawnt p. 27. 
that is sub-oonsoiously present in each of us. In 
"Imagination"~ A~li'.:. writes: 
tho immor·tal ,.n us 
has memory of all its '{nisdom~ or, a.a Xeate 
puts it in one o:r: his lette~a, there is an 
anoes·hral wiadom i.!l roa.n and we oan if ~:ra 
wish drink that old w:l:na of hea:v·en. 1~his 
memory of the spiri ~ is t11e real oasis of 
irna.gin-3.tion, and when it speaks to ua ive 
feel truly inspired. and a mightie9 creature 
'bhan ourse1vee speaks through ,U,$. 
Emerson :felt tha.t within one 1 s own soul is the 
·1atent power of all knov1ledge end exper:tenoe and 
that historical events exis·t . the:ce as lav:1s of' the 
Thus in all v1ays does the soul con.centrate 
ant\ re.prodttee ita treasuroa fol~ each ptt-
pil, for ea.oh nevt born man• He, too, .. ah~ll 
pass . ·tl11~ough 'the who;te oy(}le of experience• 
.... History no longer shall be a, dull 'book. 
·!t shall walk incarnate in evev:cy just and 
wise man• 
The doctl!inea of incarnation. and re-incarnation hava 
been developed by A.E. in many of his poems, and he 
also tells us in p:t•oee of experiences 11e has had in 
his own life which have led him to feel that he has 
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lived in many a.gas and· in va:r!:lou.s oond:i.t:tona a.ntl 
countries.. In n Tlu:t Memo~y of ·the Sp1.ri t 11 he writes: 
too king bael~ upon tlv~t t other life throuch 
the vis·tas of memory I see break:lng in 
upon the inia.gas of this world forms of I 
know not what antiqu1 t:y'it. I w?..11\: out of 
st:t·nnge cities steeped in the j ev:el gl<:.YF 
and gloom of evening, or sail in galloys 
over the silvery waves of the (?i.n.tique 
ooean. l reside inc tents, o:r.- in pa.lace 
charnl':Jers, go a.b:roP .. d in chariotn, n~od1. tate 
in cyclopean buildings~ a.m woxBhipper of 
the ri;arth gorls '.!pon the mountains> lie 
tranced in Egyptia .. n nrypts, or ·brush \"ti·th 
naked body through ·the long 0unli t grasses 
of the prairie. Endlessly the procession 
of va:ryi.ng fo:~ms goes ba~b into remote 
yesterdays of the 11o:r:ld. · 
In the passage quoted he refers to his belief 
in_. the re-incarnation of the body; a. little iater, 
he questions--
is it only on earth there has 
been this long ancestry of self? For there 
is ano·hhe:r self in me which seemed to know 
not the WC1:tld but :r.evealed 1 ts elf to ·t;he 
lietening bodily life in cosmic myths, in 
rer:mte lefsend.s of the Children of Dar1:::ness 
and the Children of Light, and of the re-
volt againErt hee~ven. And anothex self 
seemed to 1::>ring with it vision or memory 
of elemental beings, the shining creatures 
of water and wood, or who break out in 
, opalescent oolotu' from the rooks or hold 
their court beneath the nonde:roua hil) .. fJ. 
And ·th~:rcc was anotlier seif wh:lch traa akin 
to the gloorriy \70:.Cld of the shades) but :re·•· 
coiled ehudds:i:-:tng~ :fl.3om the~rti- And there 
vms yet anot;har solf which sought out af-t:;~:r 
wisdom, and all ·these o-t;her .seivea and 
their wi BdoTl and. 1nemo;ries. t11e~e bu.:(j .tribu-
taxy to it. 
the world v;earylng him t:.nd they have f1~iven h:tm a 
seren:i ty of spiri ·t almost past our ordinary human. 
oomp:cehension. He £eels thnt the body is.merely 
lfJnt to man to a.ccompli.sh some de:fi11ite mission ln a 
lone7 education and shr~~vinr.~ of .·the goul; therefore, 
the worries ~md troubles of a; tnere lifetime are not 
a'ble to disturb his spi:t::ltual oalm. 
Just as moments of acsta.sy ~i:ra vottchs&:fed man 
to bring him into union with the l,ig~1ts of Lights, 
so also are pain and sin meane of purifioa·tion e .. nd 
experience through wh~.oh the soul passes to attain 
the Everlasting. l:n 'the study of Emeroon, one finds 
that he, too, believed that evil is part of the di-
vine plan. sorrow must be known in the happy \Vorld 
and evil, in the moral one, until fi.nally in the evo-
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lution of both the world and of man, these things 
will remain only as a memory--an experience the race 
went through to reach the final harmony. Dea.tb to 
A.E. has> of course, no ·terrors. It is the consum-
mation of the soul 1 s·desires--its return home to be . 
absorbed into the high ancestral self. 
Although Sin and Pain do exist, so does Beauty. 
To A.IB.,Beauty is. It is more than an externality · 
of the apparent world; it 1s an all embracing real-
ity. Motions· of time do not apply to it-:i.t is above, 
·superior to time. In this thought, he is in true ac-
cord with Plato, as he believes that .when the m1nd 
gives itself up to reflection upon b.eauty it becomes 
one with it. Beauty of the natural world is the sym-
bol by means of which one may understand and love 
the Universal Beauty.la 
One other point in his philosophy must be touohod 
upon before we leave this chapter to go into the next 
in which the application of his doctrines as found 
in the various works of A.E. will be oonsinered. In 
12uore•s Platonism, p._171-3. In these pages) Mr. 
Paul Elmer More discusses the world of Ideas ae 
revealed in the fifth book of Plato's Renublic. 
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what at first seems to be a. contradiction to his idea 
of the unity of all rnen and nature .with God, we find 
that he believes very earnestly in the individuality 
of each· of us, and of our rights as individuals. He 
feels that the individual is under the necessity of 
breaking through for himself to the life-giving Idea--
no one else can actually do it for him. He gives . 
u·ttera.noe to this thought more often in his political 
writings than in his poetry, and yet in ttRescuenl3 
he tells the soul to ttGird on the armoury of firen 
and break the chains that hold it in the npit•s abys-
mal mire .. 11 
Like. Emerson, he holds to the natural divinity 
of the ind~vidua.1 mant and consequently, believes 
· that government best whioh governs least. The state 
tends to produce men of a pattern because it is more 
interested in property than in men• It ia for this 
reason that he advocates the small unit of govern-
ment--the olan--eo that each individual may be heai-d 
and take part in it and do that for which ha was sent 
on earth• In such a community, the poet, the musi-
cian, the painter, the architect, and the historian 
l3A.E.•s Voices .Q!. the Stones, p. 13. 
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will each find his honored place and so be able to 
make his own oontrilrution to the general good. This 
concept of the worth and dignity of the individual 
man is, we may see by' careful scrutiny, not very far 
removed from his doctrine of the Oversoul in which, 
and through which, all e.re united. The Oversoul is 
·the hidden source of all, the light shining through 
us; and it is A.E. 1 s belief in this Light of Lights 




TH!~ APPI.JICATION' OF. A .E. t S PF!lIJOSOPHY IU 
H!S gomJOMICS Arm POT..ilTICAT., WRl'!'IlTGS. 
A long time ago, A.:€. oame to think that the 
artist or philosopher should, besides working out 
his own particular conception, forward some interest 
of his own nation. This is, of course, a Greek 
idea-•that everyones he he poetp sculptor} artist, 
historian, or philosopher> is first of all a citizen. 
When A.I~. joined Sir Horaoe Plunkett•s I.A.O.S., he 
decided that.agriculture was Ireland's paramo~t in-
terest~ In Chapter I. his bicycle journeys through 
Ireland to spread the doctrine of co-operation in 
the rural sections were described. Those rides were 
a vital expression of his belief; in this chapter, 
h:l.s economic .policy will be discussed in the light 
of his philosophy as it is seen in his books on na-
tional economy. Besides expressing his ideas in 
these books~ ne uses the editorial columns of The 
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Irish statesman to keep the same ideas and ideals 
alive. In this weekly, Mr. Robert Lynd tells us, 
A.E. givee us 
. the only agricultural ·journal in 
the world which non-ag:ricul·fiural oi tizens 
oan read not merely without boredom but 
with delight. 
The secret of Mr. Russell's appeal is 
fairly obvious. His whole work, whether 
as poet, philosopher, or co-operative 
propagandist, is an expression of a divine 
vision--the vision of the republic of God, 
here built in the heart of an individual 
man and exhibiting itself as a heroic life, 
and there built in the heart of a whole 
people and exhibiting .itself as a heroic 
civilization. For A.E. is not a mystic in 
order that the soul may indulge herself in 
bizarre experiences, and he is not a co-
operator in order that the farmer may get 
a penny a pound extra for his butter. His 
mysticism 1s allied to the genius of the 
earth and the oommon day, and he aims at 
illumining agricultural co-operatfon vrith 
something of the light of heaven. 
In co-oueration and Nationalitz, A.E. declares, 
The soul of Ireland has to be kindled, and 
it can only be kindled by the thought of 
great deeds, and not by the hope of petty 
parsimonies or petty gains ••.• The true 
significance of the movement promoted by 
Sir Horace Plunkett is that it is an at-
tempt to build up a new social order in 
lLynd's Ireland A Uation, pp. 237-238. 
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Ireland. 2 , 
So upon this oo~operativ~ basis of economic oondi-
t ions and through the spreading and dissemination 
of this ideal into institutions and se11timents, he 
would bring into being a strong, social constitution. 
In the rural sections· he would join the small local 
co-operative societies into dir:.rtriot federations, 
which would not only marlcet all the products of the 
community but would aloo purchase all the necessaries 
and commodities used by it.. In the cities he would 
apply the co-operative system to the problems of the 
industrial and casual uorkers. Here, however, he 
would begin with the principle applied to the selling 
of food, clothing, coal, and other neoesaa.ries 
through the co-operative stores. Through these the 
workers could gradually apply the theory to produc-
t ion, and, moreover, they would also be able to enter 
into alli~noes with the workers in the countryside. 
This economic initiative vrould easily develop into 
the spirit of nationalism. 
In lli, Wational Being, he has formulated and 
2Quoted from a. quotation in Lynd1 s Ireland /i Ua.tion, 
p. 239. 
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discussed this doctrine with much sltill and beauty 
of thought and expression. He believes that labor 
unions should use their funds, not for the conducting 
of numerous strikes, but for the conducting of stores 
from which their members must buy their commodities. 
These co-operative stores would be compelled to buy 
from co-operative wholesalers, and these latter from 
co-operative ma.nufactuers. Through this means a new 
economic dignity for workers VIould be created. He 
thinks that men will gladly labor if they feel that 
their work is united to that of all other workers 
for tho general good of them all. It is loathsome 
to the spirit to feel that the labor of one•s hands 
or mind is a. mere oommodity to be bought or sold. 
The poet-economist elaborates the ideal of a 
state that is possible in every step and is democrat~ 
io in the business of living. It leaves freer play 
for the aristocracy of thoueht and emotion by with-
drawing the individual from absorption in money-
grabbing. It. would make space for spiritual flowers 
to grow in, for beau~y in every aspect, and it would 
provide a new inspiration for art. From these would 
oome a new inspiration in life. 
This is nothing more than a translation into 
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modern conditions of the ancient olan system Of Ire-
land. The idea.ls of this old, long ago polity sleep 
in the intuitions of the race, he believes, and all 
that is needed is the awakening of the fires of oon-
soiousness in men--consoiousness tha.:t there is a 
higher mind in humanity which canno·t act through in-
dividuals but only through brotherhoods and groups 
of men. When this a:wakening is a.coomplished, a dis-
. tinct nationality with its own conception of civili-
zation, built through the voluntary·efforts of united 
men will arise--a civilization, whioh is, after all, 
only the externalization of the soul and character 
of the race, and will, therefore, have its ovm unique 
contribution to make to the world. 
The State, to A.E., is a 
physical body 
prepared for the incarnation of the soul 
of a raoe. The body of the national soul 
may be spiritual or secular, aristocratic 
or demooratio, civil or militarist predom-
inantly. One or other will be most povrer-
ful, and the body of the race will by re-
flex action affect its soul, even as 
through heredity the inherited tendencies 
and passions of the flesh aff eot the in-
dwelling spirit. our· brooding over the 
infant State must be dual, oonoerned not 
only with the body but the soul. When we 
first essay self-government in Ireland our 
first ideas will, in all probability, be 
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borrowed from the Mother of Parliaments ..•• 
After a time, if there is anything in the 
theory of Irish nationality, we will apply 
original principles as they are from time 
to time discovered to be fundamental in 
Irish charactex.~ 
He has also \Vl'i tten: 
I cannot believe that the legend of the 
Gael, which began among the gods, will die 
out in some petty, peasant republic or 
dominion as a river which arose among the 
mountains might eddy at last in mud flats 
and the sewage of squalid oities. What 
began greatly will end greatly, and there 
will be some flare-up of genius before the 
torch of the Gael is extinguished and it 
becomes likci the torch one~ held by the 
Greeks and o~her races of genius whioh are 
now but memories in Eternal Mind.4 
Ile believes that representative government is 
the :tdeal form and that it, to give good government, 
must have two kinds of assemblies running concurrent-
ly, ivi th their spheres of influence well defined. 
One, the supreme body, should be elected by counties 
or cities to deal with problems of general interest--
taxation, justice, education, the duties and rights 
3A.F.:. 1 s The Mational Being, p. 2. 
4current Opinion, LXXII: 74-7, January 1922. Quoted 
from p. 77. 
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of individual citizens as citizens. The other bodies 
should 'be elected by the people engaged in particular 
oocupations. They should control the poli,oy of the 
state institutions created to foster particular in-
terests. The machinery of the government should be 
simple ao as to be understood easily by the citizens. 
Sectional interests should be discussed and deoicled 
upon in these assemblies and unless particular in-
terests clashed with general ones; the supreme assem-
bly should not interfere. In thia way, the varying 
colo:rs of national life will harmonize and still keep 
their own peculiar lustre and not mix into the drab 
gray of human futility.5 
l~o policy can eru.coeed, he thinks, unless it be 
in aooord with national character. The political 
character of a people emerges only when they are 
shaping in freedom their own civilization. In eaoh 
nation, some one idea is predominant. In England, 
it was the :1.dea of personal freedom; in anoiant At·ti-
oa, it was that of beauty, proportion, or harmony in 
life; in Germany, it was the thought of the State as 
5A.E. 9 s 1lli! National BeinA;, pp. 110-121. 
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power; in anoient Israel, it was the cry of right-
eousness that ever rang out; in the Ireland of old, 
it lvas the idea of the clan, which was aristocratic 
in leadership and democratic in its economic basis. 
In the oo-ope1·ative principle, the communal 
oharaoter is preserved. It brings into prominence 
the aristocracy of character and intellect, and the 
demooraoy of its economic life. A.re. thinks that 
Irelandts failure to aohiev~ great things in the last 
centuries has been due to her reversing of the natu-
ral positions of these two elements in her life, 
For leaders in the legislature, she usually chose 
and elected not those that were aristocratic in char-
acter, intellect, and will: but energetic, common 
place, average types. In the economic life where 
democratic ideals should have held sway, the aristo-
cratic ones flourished. 
The old literatlll'e disclosed what A.E. believes 
is the national oharaoter--a love for truth-teller 
and hero, a reverence for wisdom, whether in king, 
bard, or serf, and at the same time a desire for com-
munal, economic life. Such thoughts are again con-
quering the mind, ~...nd he says 
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We shall suooeed or fail in Ireland 
as we suooeed or fail to make democracy 
prevail in our economic life, and aristo-
cratic ideals to prevail in our political 
e.nd intellectual life. .. •. our ideal 
should be eoonoigio harmony and intellec-
tual ~iversity. 
Militari.sm has small place in A .. E .. 1 s state •. 
Some military pov1er may be necessary to strengthen 
iihe national being and to allow it to defend its 
ideals.when they are assailed; but military and po-
litical institutions in a small country are easily 
displaced, while a national being based on a social 
order, democratic and co-operative in character, 
would be about as impossible to destroy as a relig-
ion, vrhioh of all things is most unconquerable by · 
physical force. The aim of all nations is to pre-
serve their immortality. When Irish culture a.nd na-
tional ideals are widely spread and not the posses-
sion of a few, Ireland will have as inexhaustible 
sources of inspiration and sacrifice as the individ-
ual has who believes he is immortal, and his temporal 
life here but a temporary foray out of eternity •. 
In °Ideals of the new Rural Societyn, he says--
6 A. E. 's :rJl2 ?Ja:tional Being, pp. 129-130. 
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We must go on imagining better than the 
beat we ltnow. Even in their ruins now, 
Greece and Italy seem noble and beautiful 
with broken pillars and temples made in 
their day of glory. But before ever. ther·e 
was a white marble temple shining on a 
hill, it shone with a more brilliant 
beauty in the mind of some artist who de-
sig;ne4 it •••• Oan we be contented in Ire-
land with tha mean streets of our country 
towns and tl1e sordid heaps of our villages, 
dominated in their economics hy ·~he vend-
ors of political animosities? 
•••. The countryside in Ireland could 
blossom into as much beauty as the hill-
sides in mediaeval Italy, if we could but 
get rid of our self-miatrus·t. we have a.11 
that any race ever had to inspire them, 
the heavens overhead, the earth underneath, 
and the breath of life in our nostrils. I 
would like ·to exile the man ·who would set 
limS~ts to what we can do, who would take 
the ·crown and soeotre from the human will 
. and say, marking out ~ome petty enterprise 
· as the limit: 11 Thus :tar can we go and no 
fa.rther. 7and here shall our life be stayed. n. 
In this essay he also calls attention to the 
fact that women as well as men are needed in this 
Irish national movement. He feels that they have 
had their consciousness centred too closely on the 
dark and obscure roots of the Tree of Life and that 
they must branch out more to the sun and ~ind as men 
Imaginations and Reveries, pp. 103-104. 
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have done. They must not be separate from the ideals 
and inspirations of men. nMen and women, tt he wri tee, 
"h~ve been companions in· the world since the .dawn of 
time. I do not lmow where they are journeying to, 
but I believe they will never get to the Delectable 
City if they journey apart from each other, and do 
not share each other's burdens. 0 8 
In "Thoughts for a Oonventionn,9 he begged 
Unionists, Sinn Feiners, and Oonstitutione ..l Ma·tion-
alists to strive to find oommon ground and to make 
the necessary compromises in order that Ireland may 
be in harmony within itself. In "The New Uation°, 
he begs that Morth and South Ireland join and to do 
it in good tempert as a nation is finally what it 
loves. The south has heretofore ua.nted the I~orth 
from pride; 1t must learn to want it from love. In 
th~ old Irish heroic tales the \va.rriors paused to 
praise and embrace one another. If that spirit could 
~ 
be brought into todr-:iy• a politics, national life would 
BA.E. 1 s Imaginations !lli!. Reveries, pp. 109-110. 
9 is · 
ThiSApublished separately as a small book, and is 
also.included in the prose volume, ~maginations and 
Reveries. 
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be ennobled. The repudiation of one section ·of Ire-
land by another must cease. In a poem at the close 
of thi~ essay he writes of the dreams of Pearse, who 
fell in the Easter weak Rebelliont of Alan Anderson, 
who died in France, and of the Irish patriots 
MoDonaght Kettle. Connolly, and Redmond. In the last 
stanza he says of others unknown--
Here's to you. men I never met, 
Yet hope to meet behind the veil, 
Thronged on some starry parapet, 
That looks d0\7Il upon Innisfail, 
And sees the confluence of dreams 
That clashed together in our n~ght, 
One river, born from many streams, 
Roll 1n one blaze of blinding light.10 
In ~ Interpreters, perhaps his most beauti~ul 
prose political work, he gives us a philosophical 
study_of _politioal motives and activities. It can 
be compared only to Plato's Ranublio, and not to its 
discredit, particularly when taken in the light of 
today. The story of this in brief is--a small nation, 
demanding self-government, rebels against a world 
state. The four leaders of this revolt are the poet-
nationali~t, Lavelle; the anarohis~, Leroy; the his-
10A.E.'s Imaginations!!!!!! Reveries, p. 160. 
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toria.n-philosopher, Brehon; and the socialist, Culain. 
They have been arrested, imprisoned, and oondomned 
to die. They discuss with Heyt~ a supporter o:f the 
world-state, who has been mistaltenly imprisoned with 
'them, the motives that have led them to rislt their 
lives for a political ideal. 
·Lavelle; the poet, is a v1s1ona:ry who believes 
in the authenticity of his visions. lia is the voice 
of A. B:., himself--the A* n:. -we hear opealdng in ~ 
Candle of J!_isio.n. In one passage, he tells his com-
panions: 
\ 
The I~rth spirit throws itael:~ into 
innumerable forms of life. . .. FoA\ every 
race its own culture. Ever.y great civili-
zat1on, I think, had a deity behind it> or 
a divine shepherd who guided it on some 
plan in the oosmio imagination. • •• so 
arises that unity of character whioh ,ex-
isted in the civilization of Egypt or At-
tica, where art, arohiteoture, and litera-
ture were in such harmony that all that is 
best seems almost- the creation of one myr-
iad-minded artist~ 
In a later paragraph he speaks of visions he has had 
in which figures in that interior light enchanted 
him \Vi th their beauty. These !nessengers of the gods 
made.sacred to him the woods, hills, lakes, and riv-
ers because he saw the eternal beauty behind them. 
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0 as the flame is seen within the lamp." 
The sociali_st, CUlain, also expresses many 
·thoughts that are distinctly those of A. E., such as 
that in sleep and deatll we g~ baok to ourselves, and 
the meanest one here is as a god there; and that all 
that is substance in us aspires to the ancestral 
beauty. 
Other thoughts and ideas of his 0\7ll, A.E. puts 
into the speech of the historian, Brehon 11 when he 
tells his fellow conspirators that the Universe ex-
ista for the purposes of soul, not the soul for the 
universe; that the eternal lav1 imposed by the great-
est of states must finally give v1ay b~:~pre tho 1n-
"f . stinct for self-rule which alone is consonant with 
the dignity and divinity of ma11; and that politic is 
a profane science only because we have not yet dis-
. covered its sacred roots and realized that it is but 
a groping through- the symbols of earth to the Kingdom 
of Heaven.. 
1 ..eroy, the anarchist in the story, is used more 
as a foil to enable the other three to bring out 
ideals and ideas in arE~tmentation with him and Heyt, 
the imperialist. 
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A.E.•s longest poem "Miohae1nll is in this book, 
ancl is written, supposedly by Lavelle. It. ie the 
story of a voyager to the Heavem1orld.. He 1vas killed 
in an insurrection in his country anrl was otrrried, 
when. dying, to the nMany Coloured tandn by his diitine 
kin. To most of us, to die for the freedom of onets 
own country would be enough, but the poet--and A.E:.--
goes furtheJ~ and g1.ves to this saor1f ice the value 
of a Universal--of a Platonic Idea,•-as the larrt 
. lines sllo-q1 very clearly: 
This was the dream of one who died 
Fo:c country, said his oow1·tryside. 
We choose this cause or that, but still 
The Eve:cla.s·ting works its 'tVill .. 
The slayer and the slain may be 
Knit in a secret harmony • . ... . . 
so it may be that Michael died 
For some far other countryside 
Than that grey island he had knorm. 
Yet on his dream of it was thrown 
Some light from that consuming Fire 
Which is the end of all desire. 
If' men adore lt as the oower: 
Empires and .cities, tower on tower, 
Are built in worship by the way, 
High Babylon or Nineveh. 
Seek It as love and there may be 
. A Golden Age and Arcady. 
All shadot1s are they of one thin~ 
To which all 1:1.fe is journeying.J..2 
lluMiohael« is also nublished in Vo,.ces or the Stones, . 
. and in Oollec~ ?oems (1926). · - -
12A.E.•s ~ Interoreters, p. 167-8. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
A.E.•s PHILOSOPHY AS REVEALgD 
IN HIS PAnnIUG 
"A man will communicate his character in every-
thing he touohea.ul That is true in all ways of all 
men, but to few is it given to reach out and to touch 
life deeply through so many a.nd so varied channels, 
as it is to A.E. While he is eloquently beckoning 
with-one hand to the farmers and artisans of Ireland 
to follow him along the road of co-operation to Tir-
nan-Oge--the Land of Promiee--with the other hand, he 
is writing poems or painting pictures which not only 
depict the divine folk of that land but which reveal 
their kinship to rnen--the strayed heaven dwellers, 
who willed in silence their own sentence to be mor-
tals, and now like kings in exile, auait the hour of 
their restoration. 
1A.E.'e Imaginations~ Reveries, p. 64. 
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A.E .. aays, 
There are no gif·ts. For all 
that is ours we have paid the prioe. 
'fhere is nothing we aspire to for ·v1hich ~"te 
oannot barter soma sniritual merchandise 
of our ovm.., Geniust .. There is no stinting 
of this by the Keeper of the Treasure_ 
.House. It is not bestott1ed, bu·b won. a 
Was it then not wise bartering whioh he did, when 
he gave up a.rt at a.bout the age of tv1enty beoauee 
he felt it to bet to him) a spiritual temptation? 
One cannot help feeling it was wise, since i·t allowed 
him to develop other talents through v1h1oh he could, 
perhaps, better Re:rve his country and his fellow-men, 
and particularly sinoe he was able to re-assume, 
.some twenty years la.tarp his bruahee and palet·te, 
when they no longer presented to him difficulties in; 
soul development. To this youthful aacrifioe--for 
that it must have been, although ~o happily and so 
quiescently made--the world may owe the wealth of 
mystical·philoeophy he has given it; oloalted in eco-
nomic propaganda as well as in poetry.pf rare beauty. 
Even that brief early period in his youth which 
he gave to a.rt, was an expression of oertain tenets 
2A.E.'s The Candle of Vision, PP• 19-20. 
~ . -
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·of his philosophy. He tells us that by the time he 
was seventeen or eighteen, his brain began to flick-
er with vivid images which he tried to paint. Ha 
began with much enthusiasm a series of 
pictures which were to illustrate the his-
tory of man from his birth in the Divine 
Mind where he glimmered first in the dark-
ness· of" Chaos in vague and monstrous forms, 
growing ever nigher to the human, ••• until 
at last the most oerfeot form, the divine 
idea of man was born in space.3 
The series was to end with man •. descended finally, 
after long conflict with the elements, into a minute 
philosopher watching "the skies ruining back into 
their original chaos and the stars falling from their 
thrones on the height. 4 "}Ie ad.mi ts that most of these 
pictures were but the fancies of a boy.· In one, how-
ever, in which he.was trying "to imagine t{le appari-
tion in the Divine Nir.d of the idea of -the Heavenly 
Man", he felt that he was in alliance with a deeper 
consciousneas--aomething ~ncient and eternal which 
breathed through his fancies. He was blinded by the 
intensity of his feelings to the demerits of the pie-
3A.E.•s The Candle of Vision, pp. 71-72. 
,, 4tbid. I P• 73. 
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ture, he says, and brooded over it long. It viTas 
while brooding over this painting that ~e heard a 
voice whisper, "'Call it the Birth of Aeon.'" Thia 
was, he is certain, the first time that he had heard 
the 1:1ord, 0 Aeontt, and after learning, the next day, 
that it was the term used by the Gnostice to desig-
nate the first created beings, he trembled at the 
thought of pre ... existenoe and believed that it had 
been the memory of the past speaking in him in the 
whis_per ttCall .1 t the Birth of Aeon." 
He painted other visions tha·t he had; many of 
them he put on the ceilings and walls of the Theo-
sophical Society's rooms while he was living there 
in Ely Place with the group of young men interested 
in that religious cult. ·He also often illustrated 
both his poetry and prose with the visions that had 
prompted their writing;. 
When he returned to Dublin to assume the duties 
of the secretary of I.A.o.s., after his organization· 
work in the West for the society, he again began to 
paint. This time, it was with a more systematic ef-
fort to put into color what he had seen so clearly, 
and to record his visions, intuitions that had 
stirred in him through the reading of prophetic books 
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and through his meditations. 
He cared, and cares, little what became of his 
pictures, and those that were not given aTiay, he 
sold cheaply, so that the poor. could have them if 
they desired. He would not charge rich men more be-
cause that would be dishones~t5 
Count Markiewicz, who came to Ireland about 
this time, saw A.E. •.a paintings, and, liking them, 
persuaded the unwordly artist to join him in an ex-
- • 1, 
hibition. The pictures we·re so well-received that 
exhibition after exhibition has followed through the 
yea.rs, until now art cri'tics call the poet-economist 
11 ohief among Irish painters." 
The growth of public interest in his worlc turned 
him from the purely visionary type of art tot"T~rd that 
of landscape painti?-g• He thought it better to keep 
him mystical experieuces for hie poetic work, because 
there the casual public was not so likely to pry; for 
often, he felt that the purpose of the casual pub-
lic• s prying was merely tha·t of derision. 
Figgis says of A.E.'s earlier pictures, that the 
5Tynan•s Twenty-Five Years' Reminiscences, p. 284. 
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matters of teohinque, such as composition, symphony, 
perspective, and brush work, are only of inoidenta1 
interest. That whioh grips the mind and holds the 
deeply-interested appreciation is that feeling of 
certitude whioh oomes to one 
that the artist 
was in labour to communicate a part of 
h~.s assurance with regard to the· spiritu-
al beings in the midst of which we are 
set, of .the spi~itual beings we ourselves 
truly are; however fantastic his designs 
ma.y at first sight seem to us, that cer-
titude of ours 1 s the first thing t'!e 
.have; and the result is that we hear the 
voice of the critical exponent or analyst 
like a vague murmU.r in our ears while 11ve 
bend our minds to search into things that 
become inconmarably more. than the artist 
. e~nd his a.rt. t5 
Mystic visionary that he 1s in.his painting, 
he ia yet also a nationalist in it. Only in Ireland 
could one oonoeive pictures in which the beings 
drawn--in reality perhaps suggested rather than 
drawn--are done so through the use of light and rhythm 
of line. His faeries, and .folk of the ~d:he, are 
not just smaller or greater human beings--they are 
the elemental beings deecri.bed in the ancient Gaelic 
6Figgis's A.E., p. 65. 
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legends and heroic tales, and tl:le books of prophecy. 
His angels have their wings on the backs of their 
arma. and feet, as he saw them in his visions, and 
not on their. shoulders aa other artists place them. 
As these divine kinof man are spiritualized, so 
are his landscapes. A.E .. himself writes in "Art and 
Literature"--
Art is neither pictured botany or 
geology. A great landscape is the expres-
sion of a mood of the human mind as def i-
ni tely as music or poetry is. The artist 
is communicating his own emotions. There 
is some mystic significance in the colour 
he employs; • •. .. We are looking into a soul 
when we are looking at a Turner, a Corot, 
or a Whistler, ••• All this, I think, is 
undeniable; but perhaps not many of you 
will follow me, though you may understand 
me, if I go further and say, that in this, 
art is unconsciously reaching out to ar-
ohetypes, is lifting itself up to walk in 
that garden of the divine mind where, as 
the first scripture says, it created "flow-
ers before they grew in the field and every 
herb before it grew.n? 
To A.E. the final test of any work of art is 
its enduring oharm. He does not believe in ethical 
piotures, as he feels that they are immoral, if any-
thing, in their influence, since they forsake the 
_7A.E,'s Imaginations~ Reveries, p. 70. 
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laws of their own being and but 0 add to the vanity 
of people so righteously minded as to be_aware of 
their own virtue. t•8 . He believes that a,~ti. is 'spiri-
tual, that.' its genuine inspirations come from a 
higher plane of our being than the ethical and intel-
lectual, and th~t when ethics, or literary oriticism 
of a.rt, so dominate the mind of the artist that they 
ohat;lge the form of ·his inspiration, hi_s art loses 
its own peoulia:r power wh!le it gains nothing. .Art, 
in reality, is immoral--
the first impulse to 
paint comes from something seen, either 
beauty o·f color or form or ·tone. It may 
be light which attraots the artist, or it 
may be some dimming of natural forms, un-
til they seem to have more o~ the loveli-
ness of mind than of nature. 
Again he.writes--. 
. 0 If we were wise enough~ 
we would see that in art the light on eve-
ry oloud, and the clear spaces above the · 
cloud, a.nd the shadows of the earth be-
neath ar·e made out of lights, infinitudes, 
and shadO\VS of the soul, and are seleoted 
BA.E.'s Imaginations fill!! Reveri.es. p. 68,. 
9Ibid., pp. 63-64. 
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from nature because of some correspon-
dence, unconsoioue, or half-felt. 11 10 
So it is, that A.E. gives us paintings, "vi-
eionistio« or merely interpretive, of a spiritual 
world--a state of the soul--bathed in the pea:rl and 
opalescent colors of t~1ilight and dami. His land-
scapes a.re steeped in the mystery whioh could only 
have been felt by one who looked at them in love; 
his bogs are see~ through a. mist-la.den ai:r and are 
filled vtitb haunting suggestions that the earth it-
self is the divine being--"that goddess to whom men 
should pray0 11; his t:cees emerge "like vapours 0 12 
from a delicate haze; his figures in the fields, one 
feels, might turn only to reveal themselves as the 
~ld Celtic gods--Midir, Lugh, or Angus. He has 
painted and drawn, in crayon and pastels, the lovely 
countryside from Sligo to Donega113 and that around 
10 ~~Republic. June 8, 191P~ (vol. xv, p. 173), 
nA.E., Poet, Painter.and Econom1st.n 
.11A.E.'s Collected ~oems (1919), "The· Virgin Mother", 
P• z~. -
12Mo~re•s Salve, p* 34. 
13colum's ~Road Round Jreland, p. 204. 
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Ooole, and the Druidic, legend-haunted fields v1here 
the old tumuli of the Sidhe are still to be seen and 
explored, and o.lso scenes along the banks of one of 
Ireland' a most famous ri vere, t~1e Boyne ).4 
Mr. st. Sohn G. n~rvine has a picture of A.·E. • s, 
ttThe :Mountain Road.•• There is an ascending road~ he 
says; up the aide of the mountain. Rain is in the 
air and the road has a lonely, tmfrequented look, 
and 0 though there is 110 living oreature visible in 
the pioture, Life fills it.n He feels, he continues, 
that there are divine beings behind.the bushes, and 
that if he could only climb the road and turn the 
corner, he should come upon the· Golden Age. Few 
there are, indeed, tvho oould make so skeptical a. man 
as Mr. Ervine feel the invisible world and ualmost 
believe in the Shining Ones. 0 15 
14Mr. George Moore in his Salve, pp. 33-67, tells of 
a bicycle trip of several days• duration that he 
and A.1~. took to see the 0 sacred places" in Ire-
land. They visited eeveral vf the famous tumuli--
small grassy hills 1~ which are the remains of 
Druidic temples--, and Tara, one of the higher 
mountains. A. Jt:. climbed to the top of thi a 1• to 
.meat Finnn by the holy lake, but the climb was too 
strenuous.for Mr. Moore and he stopped to rest 
several.mi~es f~om the top. 
15mrvine 1 Fl. Some . Imnressions .Qi, t~y Elders, p. 60. 
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A.E. says his piotures are the artistic recrea-
tions of a writer who slipped.into painting when he 
was forty*le beoause wllen he closed his eyes he saw 
piotures. They were all painted either from memory 
or imagination, and more to please himself' than to 
please others. He says that he.would never have 
dared to exhibit them in compa.nionahi.P with those of · 
artists v1ho have studi'ed their craft and have techni-
ca.1· accomplishment as ir7ell as character and imagina-
tion, except that collectors lilte Sir Hugh Lane and 
John Qu1nn desired him to and found something person-
al in his work.17 
It is fortunate for Ireland that he has not 
follov1ed his personal inclinations, but those of the 
collectors v1ho realized the worth of his pictures--
at least of many of them. It has been difficult to 
find disinterested oriticism--everyone in Ireland ie 
his friend and lover, and although. even such differ-
ent personalities as George Moore, Padraic Colum, 
16A.E. seems to disregard entirely his brief, early 
period of painting in this article. He has said 
that the drawi.ng in them was bad, but since it was 
in this period of his artistic career that he had 
his only technical training, it seems rather whim-
sical to disrega.rd it completely. · 
17~ ~York Times, March 24, 1929, Section X, p. 13. 
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st. John Ervine, and Ernest Boyd unite in praising 
him, since they are all Irish, one hardly knows just 
what is the par value of the1&" statements in regard 
to A.E. Here, a.t least, ia one prophet who is not 
without honor in his own. country. 
Though one may be a. little skeptical in regard 
to the ultimate value of all his artistic efforts--
he has done so much and often so hurri.¢dly-~still one 
can bUt be glad that he has left us h~~1'rioh heritage 
as he is one of the few artists 1vho has seemed to 
oatoh a glimp~e not only of the Faeryla.nd of old that 
we should all like to aeet but also of the Silver-
Cloud Land. the Tir-nan-Oge, the t,and of Heart' a De-
sire, vrhich rose like dreams out of the human soul. 
And because he has seen these and believed in them, 
we, knowing hie absolute sincerity. believe in his 
belief, and his art beoomes but one more channel 
through which he communicates to us something not 
only of oharacter, but also of his philosophy. 
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OHAPTE:R V. 
i'LE. 'S "PHil,OSO"PHY AS REVEALSD !U HIS POETRY. 
·To A.E. poetry is not the creation of the poet, 
but the translation of a thought or idea in the ·n1-
vine Mind through a vision granted to the poet.· He 
has written, 
I once wrote that all :fine poetry 
was written on ·the ir:ount of Transfigura-
tion and there was revelation inf t-and 
the mingling of Heaven and Earth. 
Again in a criticism of Tagore, who he thinks most 
upholds the dignity of poetry in.this Iron Age, he 
writes: 
All great poetry, I think, was written 
first for one only, some other self of 
the poet, and because of' the humanity 
which unites us all, we all understand.a 
1The Irish statesman, vol. Vii, no. 9, p. 205. 
1f'Poetry of James Stephens." 
2 The Irish statesman, vol. IV, no. 25, p. 792. - ' 
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But do· we all· understand? !sit not rather that 
those only who have also stood on the mountain top 
w:tll understand? And there are so many of us who 
have never made that steep a.scent--to ua it will be 
given to underst~nd in less degree, at best. 
Robert Lynd, literary editor of the London pail! 
~ tells us t11a.t, 
A.OE. ie a writer in a. cu-
rious position. About nine-tenthstof those 
who admire him moat paasiona.tely a.re a 
little uncertain whether at times he is 
humbugging them o:r: not--whether, indeed, 
he is not humbugging himself.. They are 
carried away by.the large images of his 
poetr·sr; they are moved by the twilight 
beauty of his landscapes; they respond to 
his eloquence as a seer of the co-operative 
commonwealth. But when it comes to the 
demi-gods, fairies, spirits or whatever 
you care to call those.plumed and fiery 
creatures of his vision. all but a few out-
and-out disciples smile questioningly at 
one another. In their hearts they regard 
these things as the acoentrioities of a 
great man rather than as inhabitants of 
earth, air, or eternity~ They think of 
them as rather comic. • •• The truth is, in 
hearing of visions of this kind, moat of 
us are like children hearing a stranger 
speak a. language we do not~Jmow. We are 
amused, as at gibberish, never pausing to 
reflect that the sense may be in the stran-
· ger' s speech and the laok of understanding 
in ourselves. • •• we· are by nature unbe-
lievers in a great pa.rt of our being. · We 
even· regard our unbelief as a proo':t that 
we possess a sense of humor. 
In a world in which death and distress 
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are all about us, however, we need a faith 
as well as a sense of humor; and we cannot 
afford to dismiss in a flurry of prejud~oe 
the faith of any man who writes in good 
faith. We should be especially foolish to 
be impatient of the faith of a true poet 
i-vho comes making us such bounteous ·offers 
a.a A.E. • ... What wa.r:t'ant have we that A.g. 
is not asking us to chase a will-o'-.the~ , 
wisp? What warrant have we that he has 
not been ohaging ~ will-o'-the-~iap him-
self with the genius of an imaginative man? 
ue can but listen attentively to his story 
and ponder it, ringing it on our sense of 
truth like a ooin on a counter.3 
The writer of this paper realizes that there 
will be readers who cannot reconcile the thought of 
A.E .. , tlle pra.otioal man of affairs in Ireland, with 
that of the mystic poet ~hoee poems more then any 
other medium which ha uses, breathe his belief in 
vision, the overaoul, and the essential divinity of 
man, who, through oyolio life filled with pain and 
suffering, may regain his lost godhood. These read-
ers may see, if they but look closely, the same be-
liefs and doctrines in his eoonomic and political 
writings. That these are not so esoteric as his po-
etry is true; they were written with the definite 
purpose of winning a. nation to tha ideas and ideals 
3Lynd's Ireland! lla.tion, pp. 249-251. 
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promulgated in them~ His poems have no such purpose. 
They are his personal ~xpression and were written 
more for himself than for o·thers. That he ha.a shared 
them with us is due to the desire a.nd will of his 
friends ra.ther than to any decided wish of hie own. 
In The !ntar12retere. he ~tates ·quite clearly 
his theory of the divine origin. of poetry and, also 
perhaps, the explanation of his sometimes imperfect 
·technique .. He believes very little in revision; is 
it not sacrilegious for the finite mind to revise in 
cool deliberation that which it has received in a 
moment of ecstasy in union with the infinite mind? 
He says, 
I feel it to be true about poetry that it 
is born in the dream oonsoiousness and made 
perfect there before it enters the waking 
oonaoiousness. · . If a verse or even a line 
I think beautiful sounds in my brain, I 
know that by brooding u~on it I can draw 
do\m the complete poem •. 
He alao says in this b\)ok tlutt it is diffioul t for 
a poet to give substance to a multitude of :feelings, 
so that when.they are passed through a filter of 
4A \':• · ' T.. I t t 5a • J!1. s -1J!! n erp:r.e .. ers , p • o. 
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l1ords they ttwill not sound like planetary murmurs", 
though he feels that 11 they come out of the soul of 
the world. n 5 
form: 
ln "Breaghyn he voices this theory in postio 
When twilight over the mounta:lnsflu·ttered, 
And night with its ata.rry millions came, 
I too ha.d dreams: the songs I have uttered 
Come from this sea.rt that tnas touched by 
the flame. 
In tha preface to Collected Poems (1919) he 
\7rites: 
I have omitted wllat in colder houra seemed 
to me to have failed to p1•eserve soma heat 
of the imagination; but in that oolder 
mood I have made but slight revision of 
those retained.. However imperfect they 
seemed, I did not feel that I could in 
after hours melt and remould and make per-
fect the form if I nae unable to do s~ in 
t~e intensity of conoeption, when l was in 
those heavens we breathe for a. moment and 
then find they are not for our olay • 
. In an essay he gives us an answer to a cri·ticism 
often made of his poetry--that while he tells us of 
his ecstasy and visions he does not always oommuni-
"= ''A. E.' s The Interpreters, p. 44. 
6A.E. 1 s .Collected Poems (1919), p. 226 •. 
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oate that ecstasy or v:lsion to the reader.. He wr~ 
in "Intuitionu, 
We may have a mon10ntary, illumination yet 
retain almost aa little of its reali·ty as 
ooea.n keeps the tl·aok of a. great vesseJ~-, 
whioh vrent O'Ver its waters,. I remember 
incidents rather t~ttn moodsa vision more 
than ecstasy. • .• Thought, from v1ba.ten.rer 
it se·t out t for ever led to the heavenly 
oity. But these feelings are incommuni-
cable. We have no words to express a 
thousand distinctions clear to the spiri-
tual sense.- If ! toll oi my exaltation to 
another, who has not felt this himself, it 
is explicable to that person as ·tha joy in 
perfect health, and he translates iri·to 
lower t1rms what is ·the speeoh of the gods 
to men._ 
I<eeping in mind ·the11 this_ acknowledged inability 
to oo.nvey in words to everyone his own sense of ec-
stasy. -we will examine some of his poems in which he 
tells us of these experiences. We must also realize 
that what often seems, e.t a oursory glance, to be 
extravagant i~agery, is in reality only a metiouloue 
faithfulness in detail, to what he has beheld. Moat 
of his-visions have come to him in the exquisite 
times of day: twilight and dawn; a.gain they have 
come when he was lying on the hillsides far away from 
7 A.E. ts ~ Oand.le .91 Vision, pp. 112-114. 
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men and trying deliberately to enter into the over-
soul through meditation. In °Dana0 , he tells us how 
the goddess of that n::m1e--the Hibernian mother of 
the goda--1t·the tender voice calling •away• 0 --weaves 
her spells usually in the evening, folding 1ni th d:i.m 
caress, 
The lonely vrande1•er by wood or shore, 
Till, filled with some deep tendernese, he 
yields, 
Feeling in dreams fox the dear mother he~rt 
He knew, ere he forsook the starry way, 
And clings there, pillowed far above the 
smoke· 
And the dim murmur from the duns of men.8 
In °symbolism0 , it ia the loved things--·the 
oommon things of li:f·e, home, the hearth-fire, wife 
or parents--that lead one to God: 
1~ow when the spirit in us wakes and broods, 
Filled with home yearningst drowsily it 
flings 
From its deep heart high dreams and mystic 
moods, 
Mixed with the memory of the loved earth 
things: 
Clothing the vast with a familiar face; 
Reaching its right hand forth to greet the 
starry race. 
Wondrously near and clear the great warm 
fires 
Stare from the blue; ••• 
BA.E.•s Collected foem! (1919}, p. 37. 
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.. " 
We rise, but by ·the symbol charioted, 
Throu~:;h loved things :c:tsing up to Love• s 
own v1ayst 
By these the. soul unto 'Iihe vast has wings 
And sets thecseal celestial on all mortal 
thinga.9 
0 '11he Voice of the wa·bers" tells of a v:la.t.on that 
came to him while watehi11g his image i.n the waters as 
he lay on the grass, 
\1ne:ce the Greyhound R1 .. vor windeth 
through a loneJJ.ness so deep, 
Scarce a wild fowl shakes the quiet that 
the pu!*pl~ boglands keep. 
A sighing voice came from out the waters and 
passing through him bore him to ages dim · 
\1hile 
Ere the void was lit with beauty breathed 
upon by seraphim, 
we were cradled there together f oltled in 
the peace in Him. 
Flame and flood and stars and mountains 
from the primal waters broke. 0 
Sometimes t~e ~ision has come to him like the 
9A.E~•s Oolleoted Poems (1919). p. 47. 
,-' 
lOibid., pp. 59-60. 
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sudden lifting of a veil, while he has been weavinr, 
dreams in silence in the de.vin with a kindred spirit. 
By a. hand of fire awakened, in a. moment 
caught and led 
Upward to the heaven of heavens--through 
the star-mists overhead 
Flare and flaunt the monstrous highlands; 
on the sapphire coast of night 
Fall the ghostly froth and fringes of the 
ocean of the light. 
Many coloured shine the vapours: to the 
moon-eye far away 
'Tis the fairy ring of twilight, mid the 
spheres of night ·and day, 
Girdling with a rainbou oinoture round 
the planet where we go, 
we and it together fleeting, poised upon 
the pearly glow; 
We and 1 t and all togAthe1· flashing 
through the starry spaces 
In a tempest dream of beauty lighting up 
the face of faces. 
So they fly over the fields of space while life and 
joy and love have vanished and they are 
Lost within the Mother's being. So the 
vision flamed and fled, 
And b~~!! i~; ~!~~:1fallen every other 
In "Babylonn he walks the ancient streets of 
that city and sees the glory 
11A.E.'s Collected ~oems (1919), pp. 86-88, "A Vision 
of Beauty.n 
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Of a red sunset that was dead and lost 
beyond a million days. 
The myriad. beauties and sins of some three thousand 
f 
years ~go are r.evealed to him. He sees, too, the 
'young Babylonian' maid whom he loved then. His view . 
of oyolio life is felt in this, that when the vision 
fades he sees that 
.••• tha·t young Babylonian maid, 
1 One drop of beauty left behind froin all 
the flowing of that .tide, 
Is looking with the .self-~a~e eyf~' and 
here in Ireland by my side. 
In "The Mountaineer0 he.rejoices: 
Oh, at the eagle's height 
To lie 1' the sweet of the sun, 
While veil after veil takes flight 
And God and the world are one., 
Oh, the night on the steep! 
All that his eyes saw dim 
Grows light in the dusky deep, 
And God is alone with him.13 
"The Fountain of Shadowy Beauty", a poem longer 
than most of hie poems are. relates that in a vision 
he saw.a crystal boat piloted by one 
l~' 
~1A. E. ,, s Collected -Poems ( 1919), p. 98. 
13Ibid., p. 136. 
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Ancient with glad eternal youth 
Like one who was of starry race. 
His face was rich with dusky bloom; 
His eyes a bronze and goldan fire; · 
His hair in streams of silver light 
Hung flamelike on his strange attire,· 
Which, starred with many a mystic sign, 
Fell aa o•er sunlit :r:uby glowing: 
-His light flew o•er the waves afar 
In ruddy ripples on each bar 
Along the spiral pathways flowing. 
The pilot beckoned to him to ~nter the boat and 
nlilte a silve:r star" he rose and entered into the 
heart of the spirit in the boat and knew 
My Brother-Self who roams the deep, 
Bird of the wonder-world of sleep. 
They then hasten through arched aisles to jewelled 
cities ·to join the "I•'ather Light of Light" where 
·we knew our time-long journey o'er 
And knew the end of all desire, 
And saw within the emerald glow 
our Father like the white sun-fire. 
We could not say if age or youth 
Were on his face: we only burned 
To pass the gateways of the day, 
The exiles to the heart returned. 
He rose to greet us and his breath, 
The tempest music of the spheres, 
Dissolved the memory of earth, 
The cyclic labour and our tears. 
In him our dream of sorrow passed, 
The spirit onoe again was free 
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.And heard the song the morning stars 
Chant in eternal revelry. 
This was the close of human story; 
We saw the deep unmeasured shine, · 
And sank ,71 thin the mystS.o glory 
They oalled of old the Dark Divine. 
The dmm brought an end to the vision, but the feel-
ing remained that in a far off world hie brother, 
11 The Dream Birdn, is rayed with a golden light ~nd 
that some day he will join his brother-self to hide 
in the Father.14 
Other poems that tell us of his mystical expe-
.riences are ''Om0 15, a lyric abou~ Brahma; *'Ares•tl6 
in whioh is portrayed the power of the god ot war; 
ttThe Invisible Kingsnl7 whioh tells of t.heir power to 
bring to him a. sense of his own kingship; rtThe Robing 
of the Kingn18 in which he gives us v~ha.t he felt in 
his vision to be the meaning of the Orl:1oifixion; 
ttTragedyrtl9 that relates a V'ision in which the ngiant 
14A.E.•s Collected Poems (1919), pp. 200-208. 
15 Ibid., p. 155. 
16Ibid., p. 241. 
17Ibid., p. 260 .. 
lSibid., pp .. 215-217. 
l9Ibid., p. 253. 
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children of the blue" scorn him for his loss of pow-
er. This poem ca.me to him .as he left his worlc for 
the day. Was he then at P:lms, keeping books, and 
was it these petty tasks that made him feel the slave 
the divine children called him? We onnnot answer as 
A.~. has not arranged his poems in the collected edi-
tion in ohronolog1cal order; but some details men-
tioned lead us to thinl<: that it was while an account-
ant in the drapery house that he saw this vision. 
Poems, suoh as "The Cityn20 and "Transforma-
tionsn21 tell us that visions came to him at rare 
moments while walking disoonaolately along the gray 
streets of Dublin. Then the bright host sweeping by 
him "lilte a. blazing w1nd 11 would lead him to where 
"the lost ecstasy ligh~s up each hill <3.nd glade." 
Although most of his poems tell us of his vi-
sions, ·many of them, as may often be seen in the se-
lections quoted, are carriers as well of other doo-
trinea in his philosophy. 
His belief in the Oversoul is seen in the poem 
20A.E. 's Collected Poems (1919), ·pp. 30-33, 
21 ' 
Ibid., pp. 283-286. 
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of that title: . 
And earth and air and ivave and fire 
In a\ve and breathless silence stood; 
Fo:r: one who passed into their ohoi~a 
Linked them in myetio brotherhood. , 
or in "Uni tyt•, 
One thing in all things have.I seen: 
One thought has haunted earth and air: 
Clangour and silence both have been 
Its palaoe chambers. Everywhere 
I saw the mystic visi~n flow 
And live in men and woods and streams, 
Until I oould no longer know 
The dream of life from my own dreams.23, 
or again in "Answer«, 
Out of the vast the voice of one ranlies 
Whose wo1·ds are clouds anQ. stars and night 
· and day, 
When for the light the anguished spirit cries 
Deep in 1ts house of olay.24 
Other evidences of his faith that the Oversoul 
is that divinity of vihioh we are all apart and 
through which we are all united is. seen in such lines 
22A.E.'s 8olleoted Poems (1919), P• B. 
23Ibid.,· p. 294 •. 
24Ibid., p. 17. 
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as those in which Dana says: 
I can enchant the trees and roclrn, and fill 
The dumb brovvn lips of earth with mystery, 
Make them reveal or hide the god. I breathe 
A deeper pity than all love, myself 
Mother of all, but without hands to heal: 
Too· vast and vague, they know me not. r 
But yet, . 
I am the heartbreak over fallen things, 
The sudden gentleness that stays the blow, 
And I am ir. the kiss that foeman give 
Paus:tng in battle, and in the tears that fall 
Over the vanL1uished foe, and in the highest, 
Among the Danaan gods, I am th0 1.ast 
Council of mercy in their hearts where they 
Mete justice from a thousand starry thrones.25 
or in lines, very similar in expression, taken from 
11 The Master Singer." 
11 1 am the sunlight in the heart, the silver 
moon-glow in the mind; 
My "laughter runs and ripples through the 
wavy tresses of the wind. 
I am the fire upon the hills, the dancing 
flame that leads afar 
Each burning-hearted wanderer, and I the 
dear and homeward star. 
A myriad lovers died for me, and in their 
latest yielded breath 
I woke in glory giving them immortal life 
though touched by death~ .... 
It matters not the name, the land: my joy 
in all the gods abides: 
Even in the cricket in the erass·some dim-
ness of me smiles and hides.n2~ 
25A .• E.' s Collected Poems (1919), pp. 37-38. 
26Ibid., pp. 139-140. 
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In many other poems, the doctrine of the Over-
soul is so closely woven in with that of the d.i vini ty 
of earth and also 1'71 th that of ·the divinity of man 
that it is difficult to exemplify them separately. 
Many of his most beautiful poems are expressions of 
"the God-root within men°27, and of the feeling that 
even 
•.. the restless ploughman pauses, 
Turns and, wondering, 
·neap beneath his rustic habit 
F·inds himself .a king; 
For a fiery moment· looking 
With the eyes of God 
Over fields a slave at m~9ning 
Bowed him to ohe sod. 
In '*The Seer" he sees that 
. Something beneath yon cowarg ga.za 
Betrays the royal line.a 
\ I ( 
One of his most beautiful expositions of the. idea ·of 
the Oversou1 is seen in ttKrishna'' ·where the King of 
Kings is found in a baby playing in the grass, in a 
27A.E.'s Collected Poems (1919), p. 15. "Star Teach-
ers." 
2Bibid., p. 39. nThe Earth Breath.u 
291b:1.d.' p. 144. 
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reeling drunkard, in a mis-shapen, fearful being, in 
a cold-hearted miser, in one going dofm into the 
dust of the grave. He is in all these, and yet, He 
is the Ancient and Unborn, the Prince of Peace, the 
Li,ght of Ligh·ts which is the blossom of Paradise, 
the Prodiga.1--the Spendthrift of the Heavenly Gold--, 
and the life i1ithin the Ever-living I,iving Ones .30 
Man.realizes his divinity, A.E. feels, in those 
moments·of ecstasy that the Oversoul, the Great Moth-
er, God, grants him. I.if e here in time is but a 
temporary separa:bion from the Eternal; it is really 
a d.r.ea.m life~ which is broken at intervals by those 
glimpses of eternity in which the individual soul 
recognizes that from which he oame and into which he 
will return. The melting of the Self into the An-
cestral Self--the return home--this is the leit motif 
of all but a. few of his poems. A.E. feels that in 
sleep the soul makes this return and so refreshes it-
self to carry on its work here. He asks in nThe Hour 
of the King'!, 
Who would think this quiet breather 
From the world had taken flight?31 
30A .• E. 1 .s Collected Poems (1919), pp. 61-62. 
31 Ibid., p. 77. 
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In "The Heroes 11 he, writes, 
Those who are·1ost and fallen here, to-
night in sleep shall pass the gate, 
Put on the purples of the King, and.know 
them masters of their fate. 
Eaoh \V:Cinkled hag shall reassume the plumes 
and hues of paradise: 
Eaoh brawler be enthroned in calm among the 
Children of the Wise. 
Yet in the oounoil with the gods no one 
will falter to pursue 
His lofty purpose, but come forth the oyc-
lio labours to renew; 
And take the burden of the world and veil 
his beauty in a shroud, 
And wrestle with the chaos till the anaroh 
to the light be bowed.32 
In "Nightn he tells us: 
Heart-hj.dden from the outer things I 
rose; 
The spirit woke anew in nightly birth 
Unto the vastness where forever glows 
The star-soul of the earth.33 "" 
Morning brines a return to earth--the planets divide 
again-. 
Closely related to the idea of the soul regain-
ing its strength in sleep is his feel_ing that death. 
too, is merely a going home. This is seen.in the 
32a.E.'a Collected Poems (1919), p. 80. , 
33 ·1 .- Ibid. , p. 1 • 
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long poem t•Miohael", which was discussed in oonneo-
tion with his philosophy as revealed in his economics 
and political works, a.s the poem 1s a part of !h£. 
lnternreters. In ttA La.s·t Counsel"• 34 he says one 
should go from this 0 plaoe of wouncls and weeping" 
gladly, as 1n going he wi 11 be sustained by the motl1-
er-bosom.. 0 on the Watersu35 reminds us tha.t the 
grave oan•t own the spirit; it breaks above. the sod 
and goes to crouch at the feet of the gods.. In "Bat-
tle Ardourn he writes: 
•••• He dies! 
Yet has he conquered in that very hour.36 
as in the skies he will keep hie tryst with the foe-
man he had here on earth. 
His most beautiful expression of his belief in 
the immortality of the soul is perhaps in "A Midnigh'h 
Meditation", where he reminds one grieving: 
How often.have I said, 
0 we may not grieve for the immortal dead. 0 ..... 
34A.E.'s Collected Poems (1919), p. 188. 
35 Ibid., p. 233. 
36Ibid., p. 239 .. 
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Why be with fate at strife 
Because one passes on from death to life • 
• • • • 
Ah~ grieve not; she becomes herself again, 
And passed beyond thy sight 
Sha roams along the thought-swept fields 
o:f light, 
Moving in dreams until 
she finds· again the root of ancient will, 
The old heroio love 
That empt1eg7once the heavenly courts above. 
ngnduranoen38 relates how one grieved over a 
.... doad loved one until, walking alone under the stars, 
,; 
he ie given through vision the knowledge that whether 
moving through light or darkness the spirit of' each 
individual was immortal and alone, and only found 
itself within the universal spirit• 
Is it a request that he makes in •'Whenn? 
When mine hour is come 
Let no teardrop fall 
And no darkness hover 
Round me where I lie. 
Let the vastness call 
One who was its lover, 
Let me breathe the aky.39 
Death to him is the fulfillment of the soul's 
37A.E!'s Collected Poems {1919), PP• 276-277 • 
. 38:rbid., 'pp. 279-280. 
39Ibid., p. 282. 
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desire; but before this may oome to pass, the spirit 
must have. purified itself and be.come worthy of this 
return to glory, henod to A.E. pain and suffering 
have a real place in life--even in cyclic life. All 
life is a "becoming" for him; and stainless purity 
that has never grown to new heights through error is 
not so beautiful to him as the soul that has strug-
gled to the 
Truth we learn in pain and sighs: 
In this poem uThe Man to the Angel" he also says: 
I have went a million tears: 
Pure and proud one, where are thine, 
What the gain though all thy years 
In unbroken beauty shine? .... 
Pure one, from your pride refrain: 
Dark and lost amid the strife 
I am myriad years of nain 
Nearer to the fount of life.40 
In other stanzas of this poem. he develops the idea 
that they who have never known the gloom are merely 
slaves of light, and that to enter the circle of the 
wise and to sit upon the throne of might one must 
40A.E.•s Collected Poems (1919), p. 84. 
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dare the fires. 
Many other poems, for example nBlind.nessn41, 
"Paintt42, "Hope in Fa.ilurett43--a.ll give testimony to 
his belief that suffering is needed by man and that 
though there is anguish in the touch of the god of 
pain, nyet his soul within is sweet. 11 
Even a~ A .. E. gives to the thought of death and 
sle,ep and suffering, transcendental qualities, so 
does he give these also to other factors in life--
the 
1
f,ove of man f·or woman, of the citizen for his 
,, 
1' 
sta~e, and of all men for beauty--the universal. 
I 
{Many poets have felt that through love, man 
rea!ohed/ :his highest aspirations, but still it was of 
the ear~h, earthy. To A.E.; however, the love be-
: 
l 
tween a:man and a woman ie but a reflection of the 
Divine +ove again. In'"Eohoes 0 he writes: 
I 
We liken love to this and that; our thought 
The ~oho of a deeper being seems: 
We klss, because God once for beauty sought 
Wt.thin a world of dreams. 44 
41A.E.'~ Collected Poems (1919) p. 170. 
42Ibid~, p. 82. 
43Ibid ~.; p. 273. 




Is it not well that Mrs. Russell is a transcen-
dentalist, too, and more interested in the spirit of 
man than she is in the mortal, when her husband says, 
or 
Turn not from the stars your bro~5 That your eyes may rest on mine. 
I did not deem it half so sweet 
To feel thy gentle hand 
As in a dream thy soul to gregt 
Acros~ wide leagues of land.46 
Still, may not the wife of the poet feel well recom-
pensed if ehe should feel some lack in most cf his 
love poems when she finds othe_rs in vrhioh he affirms 
that she 1s the same one he has loved in many ages, 
that his love is not that of the god whose arrows 
wound with bitter smart and may bring to it death. 
He gives not that which wanes 
But love itself that flies as a white-winged star 
on winds of gold and which is the "heart-way to Para-
45 A .. E .. ts Collected Poems ( 1919) , p. 93. "Warning. n 
46Ibid., P• 94. "Dream Love." 
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dise.u47 In nAffinityn is shown his belie·f that 
they, two, cannot be divided by time, or, space, and 
"1r(i'. ... 1-: ~ 
that they today have trod the backward way :to the 
-1ova they felt in ages past. which ia still to endure 
as :tt has sinoe nthe angel childhood o;f the earth.tt48 
In "Faces of Memoryn, he declares that around 
the face of his loved one nbloornu many others, 
Like flowers upon one stem; 
the faces that he loved in Egypt, in Eire, in Cyprus 
in other teinoarnations, all are there;; 
•\ 
Your tree of life put forth these.flowers 
1~ ages past away: 
'J?hey had the love in other hours 
I give to you today_49 
"Miohae1t150 as has already been told, deals with 
the love of a young man for his country--a love so 
great that he willingly sacrifices his life for it, 
i.>ut beyond this love for Ireland, A. E. felt, vms the 
47A.E.•s Collected Poems (1919), p. 100. "The Mes-
sage. 11 
48Ibid., P• 103-. . 
49Ibid., p. 99. 
SO A. E:. ' s Voices of ~ Stones, pp. 50-61. 
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lo·ve for n some far other country side, n and in the 
dream land Michael saw Ireland. 
· A.E. ·do'3s not be11·eve strongly in war and found 
little inspiration in the World War, yet there are 
a few poems which ~efleot his thoughts during this 
time, and in the dark years, :for Ireland, follouing 
it. He felt in "Gods of Warn51 written in 1914, 
after.the war had begun, that no matter who failed 
it was "the Dark Immortal*s 11 victory and that the 
world in the war years should be acknowledging its 
rightful god-Zeus--not the Prince of Peace to whom 
now only lip reverence was being paid. He felt that 
J~' > Obrist should not have come .when he did, ~·but in the 
twilight of the world tvhen people would have been 
ready to receive his message and the kings \Vould 
greet him without scorn. One wonders in thinking 
over this rather startling idea just what Christ's 
mission to the world then would be. In 11 Trar;edy" he 
expreases his feeling that heroic mankind loses the 
very faith it would defend--the high soul, through 
passion, desoends to work the evil it has willed must 
die. 
51A.E~'s Colleoted Poems (1919):i pp. 236-238. 
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None ever hated in the world but came 
To every baseness of the foe he foueht.52 
This thought is also shown in· nstatesmentr, in which 
he holds that in nations as well as in. all forms o:f 
life, 
The thought, the deed, breed always true 
the beauty that the Greek loved was seen in his cities, 
e"nd if the empire is built in pride, it must fight 
with it se_lf for empire of the earth, 53 In "Ireland, 
1924n, he admonishes his countrymen to remember: . 
Whatever things you loved were one 
What was not loved is still denied. 
That Law whose writs forever run 
Will make no aacrif_ice to pride• ..... 
If to be vanquished·. is yol.ir part . 
And all the fortunate stars withdraw, 
Through the red chaos of the heart 
Still breathes the music of the law~ 
It gives to you wha.t is your own; · 
If still you be of slavish mind 
You ne'er.shall- sit upvn a th~une 
And sway a sceptre unconfined 
And if you be the slave of hate 
Within yourself you fall and fall 
Until ·the heart be desolate 
And love is dead beyond recall,+ 
52A E t • !, • s Collected Poems (1919), p. 253 • 
53Ibid., pp. 254-255. 
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A nation is whate•er it loves. 
If love be dead, it too must die. 
Go, give an offering of5~oves To win its ~mmort~lity. 
To A.re., beauty is an all embracing concept--beauty 
1§.; and notions of time do not apply, for, as a oon-
oeptional idea, beauty is above, superior to time. 
Plato's oonoeption of beauty was that when the mind 
gives itself up to reflection on beauty, it becomes 
one with tha·t beauty. A. E. says in "The Sy.mboJ, se-
duces" that one must beware of the symbols of the 
world's desire that strive to bind the soul to earth 
through quaint and lovely wiles. The image dazzles 
for a moment, then the poet cries: 
Awayl the great life calls; I leave 
Fpr Beauty, Beauty's rarest flower.55 
The great deep thrills him because everywhere in it 
he feels the breath of beauty. In ncarriersn56 he 
even personifies beauty--calls her the Dawn lraiden--
54The I,iterary Digest, vol. LXXXI, April 19, 1924, 
·p. 36. 
55A.E.'s Collected Poems (1919), p. 27. 
56A.E.'s Voices ,2! ~Stones, p. 33. 
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Usha--the beauty beyond dream. u1ught Winan57 also 
strongly expresses the Platonic oonoept--even gives 
it a corporal embodS.ment--the ·aether provides a per-
peotual medium through which 'the Idea. of Beauty may 
exert its recurrently energizing power. 
Just as he follows the symbols of beauty, to 
the concept of it, the Idea, _so he follows the sym-
bols of earth, beautiful or rude, to the divi~ity of 
earth. In "The Virgin Mothern58, he tells us men 
have·turned away. from that goddess to whom they should 
pray, from. whose virgin being they v1ere born, but 
whose very mo,ther na·ture they have eoorned in "call-
ing its holy substa.noe common olay.0 Jgverything we 
love had its birth within that dark divinity which 
i.ve despise. To A. E., · the rudest sod is thrilled with 
11-
0the fire of hidden .daY" and f:taunted with all mystery. 
The gray road he treads is holy ground. In "Crea-
tion'', he pleads: 
O, Master of the Beautiful, 
Creating us from ·.hour to hour, 
57A.E.'s Voices .Qi!h§. Stones, p. 27. 
5BA.E. •s Collected Poems (1919,.}, p. 35. 
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Give me this vision to the full 
To see in lightest things thy power.59 
11Reconoiliation° one of his most exquisite . , 
lyrics begins, 
I begin through the grass once again to be 
bound to the Lord; 
I can see, through a face that has faded, 
the face full of rest 
Of' the earth, of the mother, my heart with 
her heart in accord, 
_As I lie 'mid the cool green tresses 
that mantle her breast 
1 begin with the grass once again to be 
bound to the Lord.60 
A.E. is' a cosmic poet, perhaps more so than any 
other one of· our contemporary poets. Everything 
that· he lmows or sees or feels has a history that 
was before the stars and sun. The sorrow and pain 
of the world are due to the fact that she is now in 
\ 
the dark age, but if man would but realize his ovm 
divinity and that of earth, the great gates of the 
mountain would open once again and he could return 
to the Land of Youth, where nt11e old enchantment 
lingers in the honey-heart of earth. 0 This must be 
so, he firmly believes: and he has voiced it well in 
59A.g.•s Collected Poems (1919), p. 119. 
60 . Ibid., P• 298. 
these lines: 
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It would be unjust, 
Unjust, if t11e . 
Could dream of a beauty 
We might not be. 
I,ife is beosTing 
All we see-. 
There is but little change in his thought that 
one can deteot~ through the more than forty years he 
has been writing poems. Perhaps there is e·ven less 
change in his technique. Ma.y it not be so, as Pro~ 
f essor Dowden says of him: 
"I do not know that .we should expect much 
progress in such art as his. One who bas 
found the seoret does11• t n~~d to grovr in 
the common way of growtb,. 11 
In many of his later63 poems there does seem to be a 
note of deeper reflection--h~ has seemingly saddened 
61A.E, 's Voj.ces g !h!l Stones, p. 36. 
62uorth American Review, CCII, August, 1915, p. 253. 
63The order of the poems in the collected edition 
has not been made chronological, so by later poems 
are meant the last two volumes, Voices of the Stones 
and Midstimmer Eve and e., few war poems in corf acted 
Poems {1919) which have the dates of their oo~po­
sition below them. 
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with the years and this he acknowledges in a preface 
to Collected '?oems in whioh he says that he ha.s made 
the way of the spirit seem thorny, though tvhen be 
had first discovered the King in His Beauty, he had 
thought to be the singer of the happies·t songs. 
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CHAPTER VI. · 
oomn$USIONS DRAVm FROM THIS STUDY 
A.E. is a mystic poet, painter, eoonomist--but 
most of all, and in all, a philosopher. In studying 
and examining his various works, for the purposes of 
this paper, it was the philosophy that was searched 
for. It was not difficult to find-•it pervaded every 
expression of himself in eve~y form. of utterance. 
The difficulty· ca.me in, in roald.ng the selections from 
his works that would most clearly anc\ oonoisely de-
fine the tenets of his philosophy. That thea~ tenets 
uere the same ·in every field-•eoonomios, politics, 
art., and poetry--was rather to be expected even in 
a. man so unconventional as A.F~. 
Whether or not A.E.•s work will last depends, 
the writer of this paper feels, upon the estimate 
placed in the coming years on his philosophy. Of 
his artistic work, she knows only what Irish critics 
have said• They were almost invariable favorable; 
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only George Moore gave voice once to a remark that 
may or may not be of prophetic value. He said, in 
the early years of the twentieth century~ that 
A .. E!. could have been a pa.inter if he had 
wished it, and possibly a. great painter; 
but a man's whole life is seldom long 
enough for him to acquire the craft of u 
painter; and setting life· above craftsman-
ship, A.E. denied himself the beautiful 
touch that separates the artis·t from the 
amateur, and he did well. Aooomplishment 
estranges from the comprehension of the 
many, arid for the first time (perhaps) in 
the wo~ld's history we get a man stopped 
midway by a scruple of1oonsoienoe or love of his kindred--whioh? · 
If Moore was·right in calling A.g. an amateur 
twenty years ago, and.if he has not developed his 
art beyond that stage in these later years, then his 
art will not liveJ .except in a slight way in the 
private collections of a few, who will find in some 
certain pictures the satisfaction of a personal want. 
If Padraic Colum is right in implying that A.E. is 
really a very fine painter, then his art will last 
throughout his country's history, beca_use it is the 
intense expression of an Irishman who foresees a 
1Moore•s Vale, p. 198. 
great destiny for the Gael, and who has endeavored 
by every means possible to him to bring the beginni11g 
of that destiny into the light of today. The art of 
such a one, if it be g1~eat aJ:tt, \1ill not be allowed 
to aooumulate dust in forgetfulness, 
The future of his _political and economic writ-
inr,s also depends upon the value plaoed upon his 
philosophy of life in reea,rd to both nations and in-
di viduale. If Ireland follows along the paths he has 
tried to blaze through the I.A.o.s.., if she tries 
earnestly to discover within herself, and to develop, 
what to A.E. is her national soul. and so malce her 
unique oontr1bution to the world*s civilization, if 
she comes to.his qelief that nations exist for pur-
poses of soul--then his position as a true politician 
and economist ~s assured, and his writings will at-
tain high place• If Ireland does not fol~o~ along 
his idealistic paths, then his wr1t1ne.:s in these 
fields that are not mere contemporary propaganda, 
will moat likely join the company of the works of 
those other mystics--Plato, Plotinus, and Emerson--
who have also written ·c~noerning these subjects, and 
whose books are noi guide books fo:r the many, but 
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volumes of inspiration :for the few who, in every 
• century of time, hold to the belief that man is here 
to fulfill a higher destiny than mere earthly living. 
The place of A. 1~. • s poetry, this writer f~ole, 
is more a.asured than that of his work in any other 
form. It is true that there is no great unusualness 
in his handling of form--most of' his poems are ad-
mirable in this respeott form being happily married 
to the sense and feeling expressed, but they a:t'e not 
remarkably outstanding. There.are but few purple 
patches in hie poems to linger in the reader's mind, 
although lns imagery and rhetoric are often exquisite 
and .are invariably marked by a loftiness of expres-
sion. There is a sensuous, unearthly note in many 
of his ly;ciics that does not lend them an appeal to 
some people. His clwelling on>mystical experiences 
will wa~d off many, and what is termed his coldness, 
his f'orever leaving the loved things of earth to go 
beyond. thsm into the transcendental universals for 
-ahioh, to him, they stand, t11ll always alienate 
others. not withstanding these limitin~~ faults, if 
such they might be called, there will almys be a 
large group of people who will enjoy and even love 
his poems because in them they will find strength to 
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uphold soul and body, and inspiration for living. 
They will find these things in his poetry because 
his poe1ns satisfy A.E. 's 07m rules of criticism--
that they must speak from a deep life and that they 
must be t:ra.nsparent, not opaque, so that one knows 
th$ poet has seen through the surface into reality, 
into the heart of things. None in Ireland and few 
in the contemporary world have led li.ves so full 
both in practical and spiritual experiences as he 
has. He is a practical idealist, and though he may 
tell us of the Many-Ooloured IJand~ and even take us 
to it--the land where under skies of murky citron we 
see pools of heavenly blue and green leaping up into 
gray fores·ts of wild spray and hiding celestial be-
ings--still ha always brings us back to this world, 
and di vine thou.gh she is to him even in this Iron 
Age, she is a world where man, the king in exile. 
ml!crt \vorlt and la.bor in sorroi1. sin, and pain, help-
ing his brothers to regain their lost throne. 
Such is A.E.'s philosophy, and whether one be-
lieves in his doctrines or not, ·they are ivorthy of. 
our deep consideration as the sinoere utterance of 
a man whom Ireland is proud to call her first oitizen 
al though he \1ritos of Irishmen like himself t 
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r•we are less children of this clime 
Than of some nation yet unbc~n 
Or emnire in the womb of time. 
we hold the Ireland :tn t'he heart 
More than tlu~ land our eyes have seen, 
And love the goal for which we start 
More than tho-tale of what hs.a been.rr2 
May -v1e not leave the final judgment of the val-
ue of A. l~. • s philosophical work to that one which is 
infallible--Time? In the words of the poet, himself: 
I should have parted the true from the 
false, but I have not yet passed away 
from myself wno am in the words of this 
book. Time is ·a swift winnower, and that 
he will do quickly for me.3 
We refrain, in any case, from prophecying ae to 
his future fame; though, even in refraining, we may 
wonder if there can ever be a period in time when 
his essential beliefs will not be of value to men, 
and when his message of hope will not be gratefully 
received by some of the best· among them. 
2A.E. 1 s Collected Poems (1919), o. 230. "On Behalf 
of Some Irishmen Wot Followers of Tradition. 
3lbid .. , Preface. 
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